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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Adolescence is the period between childhood and
adulthood usually demarked by pubescence to the age of
majority. It is a time when growth is taking place within
the individual physically, intellectually, emotionally,
socially and morally. It is also a time filled with
questions. This questioning involves a reevaluation of
the principles blindly accepted in childhood. Determina-·
tioD of the old principles that will be retained and the
new ones that will be added builds an increasingly strong
value system. The values accepted lead to the formation
of attitudes and the attitudes coalesce to form the
nebulous facet of a person interchangeably called
personality and character. Or, as Carlsen has stated it,
"Adolescents are now in a period where they want to cry-
stallize their own value systems. This means searching,
questioning, probing, sometimes even destroying. They want
to find a personal direction for their lives."l The goal.
of adolescence is, then, to develop a mature personality.
lG. Robert Carlsen~ Books and the Teen-age Reader
(New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1967), p. 30.
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Since adolescence is such a formative period in the
life of an individual, it would seem to be the· most oppor-
tune moment to lead adolescents to the development of
their character through the transmission of values and
a~titudes that will act as its foundation. This task is
made more difficult, however, in an era that is filled with
confusion. Society in general is arguing about what is
"good" and· what is "bad". There is a continuing argwnent
between the liberal and conservative, the right wing and
the left wing. The social malcontents are advocating
destruction of all society's limitations in order to build
a society in which everyone is told, "If it feels good,
do itIn In view of all this controversy, how is the
adolescent expected to emerge as a well-adjusted, empathe-
tic adult? Yet, this is exactly what he is struggling to
become. As Garrison has said,
Conflicts in values characterize life today: many
people are less certain about the line be"tween right
and wrong; they have no firm beliefs. Young people
feel insecure in such an era, yet they still seek the
'purpose of life and kinds of behavior that will lead
to the highest fulfillment of such a purpose. l
lKarl c. G~rrison, Psychology of Adolescence (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 22.
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The reading of books helps the adolescent to raise
himself above these confusions and conflicts largely
through his own Lmagination and identification with the
characters in them.
Books can be very useful to the young personsearching for a philosophy of life. Observing throughreading the ways other people have decided what wasright or wrong to do helps one see a possible way offormulating values for onese~f.l
A child learns what behavior is acceptable and
what is not throug~ trial and error. If his behavior is
met with a reprimand, he knows it is unacceptable. When he
reaches the stage of adolescence, he has come to certain
decisions about what he considers to be worth imitation.
At first it is his parents whom he Lmitates, then it is
other adults with whom he comes in contact. Finally, he
is able to identify with and sometimes imitate characters
in books. Because of the possibility of this imitation
occurring, books can be used as a source of direction for
the adolescent's gro\~h in character. According to Carlsen,
Books may play an important role in helping adoles-cents achieve maturity••• ,. literature has always helda mirror up for the reader to see hLmself sharply andclearly. Literature, by its very nature, is selectiveand suggests integrations, connections, insights intoeXI)erience, an<l 'values which the individual might nototherlY"i.se find for himself. 2 ,
IGeneva R. Hanna and Mariana K. ~icAllister, Books zYoun Peo Ie and Readin Guidance (New York: Harper andBrothers, Publishers, 19 0 , p~ 72,-
2Carlsen, Books and the Teen-age Reader, p. 15.
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\vith some care in the selection of books that have (1)
characters the adolescent can identify with, (2) a plot
that is entertaining or exciting, and (3) include some posi~
tive growth in character or the maturing of the personality
of the central character in the story, teachers can render
a service to the adolescents searching for adulthood.
Justification
The belief that an adolescent who is brought to
an analysis and discussion of fictional characters can
result in the reevaluation and reorganization of his own
value system is behind the writing of this paper. The
research involved in the writ~ng of this paper will also
support a mini-course written in 1974 on adolescent novels.
The course was designed to allow for the individualized
reading of selected adolescent novels and discussion of
the characters in them so that this same purpose of .
positive character development in the students might be
accomplished. 1 The list of books and their analyses will
also be used in supporting that mini-course. The analyses
of books included in this paper could be helpful to' other
junior high teachers who share the writer's concern about·
the adolescent .aI\.d his struggle for maturitYI as' well.
lSee Appendix, p. 117.
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Extent and Limitations
In selecting the books to be read and analyzed in
this paper, certain limitations had to be imposed. Since
the mini-course was to include current adolescent literature,
only books with a copyright of 1971 through 1974 were used.
For the same reason, only paperbacks were included•. If .
the course is to continue to be current, ,new books are
going to have to be used each year. Paperbacks are in-
expensive and are expected to have a short life span; there-
fore, they can more ,frequently be replaced than hard bound
books.
The question of accessibility also had ,to be dealt'
with. Only those books which the writer had in her pos-
session through purchases from teen-age book clubs or from
paperback book stands or that could be borrowed from
colleagues, students, or from libraries were used.
The books chosen for use in this paper also had to
be designated as adolescent or junior novels by their
publishers or intended for consumption by adolescent
audiences by their authors. Further, they had to have an
adolescent as the central character as added insurance that
the reader would be able to identify with that central'
character. Finally, they had to be fictional rather than
biographical. The writer'~ experience indicates that
junior high students more readily read fiction than they do
6
biography. Carlsen agrees, saying, t1In the early years of
adolescence, young people prefer fiction to any other kind
of reading material. III
Within the scope of this paper then, the writer
will present a survey of research to support the opinion
already stated that books can be used as an aid to direct
the adolescent in his search for maturity. Selected books
will be presented illustrating the movement of their
characters tllrough the developmental tasks leading to
that maturity. This paper also will include an annotated
bibliography of the adolescent novels used to provide
aid to others who may be interested in selecting current
books for use with the adolescent reader.
lCarlsen, Books and the Teen-age Reader, p. 153.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
The Nature of Personal Growth
Since the object of this study is to promote the
developmental growth of the ~dolescent to maturity through .
the use of literature, it is necessary to take a look at
the nature of personal growth. The adolescent must move
through steps on his way through adolescence to his ulti-
mate achievement of maturity. In his movement towards
this goal, the adolescent flows from one step to another
with no definitive sequence and with no apparent stops
along the way. He may be involved in many developmental
steps at the same point in time, and he may move from one
to another without having completed the first. He is, in
fact, engaged in the development of many adolescent tasks
which result in maturity, simultaneously.
The adolesce'nt at this point is striving toward a secure
and llealthy outlool" what the philosophe~s would call
a ~cale of values to live by, or simply a philosophy of
life. He wants to know what is good, and what is bad;
Wiiat is lasting or permanent, and what is merely tran-
sient; what is healthful and what is not healthful. -
7
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The'adolescent wants above all to know how he can go
about deciding what he should do in a particular in-
stance. I '
Formation of Values
Values are in a state of flux. What was acceptable
in one period of time becomes unacceptable in another. The
corrollary also holds true. A look at fashions in clothing
will serve as an example for this point. At a time when
the adolescent girl was allowing her legs to peek out of
mini-skirts, she was chastized because of her preference
for short skirts. Yet, how long was it before her mother
began to wear skirts of the same length? How many fathers
are willing to discuss the badgering they gave their sons
about the long hair the younger generation was sprouting
now that t~ey, too, are getting scissors trims rather
than clipper clips?
The speed with which society's values are, changing
leads Horrocks to his remarks ,that, "The adolescent may,
in his attitudes and values, be more in tune with his times
than the adult who tries to change them. 11 2 .
lAlexander A. Schneiders, Adolescents and the Chal-
len e of Maturit A Guide for Parents and Teachers (Mil-
waukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 19 5 , p. 175.
2John E. Horrocks,.The Psychology of Adolescence
Bel1avior .and Development (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1962), p.597.
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There are certain theories in psychology about how
values are acquired and attitudes are formed. One is
dissonance. In this instance, there must be some con-
flict between opposite values and attitudes of which a
person is made aware. These inconsistencies may be within
himself, or within others, or between himself and others.
The adolescent may find this dissonance betw~en the values
his parents hold and those that are held by his peer
1group.
A system of values that. is well-formed and well-
founded is the foundation for the freedom that the adoles-
cent is striving for. It is this value system which
allows him to make the decisions about his life that he
deems necessary. Whether the decisions are somewhat trivial l
as in the example used of the length of his hair or the
length of her skirt, or whether they are momentously
influential in the formation of his future life; they are
still based on his own value system. ttA well-developed
value system is of inestimable value in arriving at such
decisions_,,2
The development of'a value system will bear directly
on the adolescent's moral, spiritual, and social
lSidney a. Simon and Howard Kirschenbaum, Readings
in Values Clarification (Minneapolis: Winston Press" Inc.,
1973), p •. 65.
2Schneiders, Adolescents and the Challenge of Maturity
A Guide for Parents and Teachers, p. 177.
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development. • • • it is clear that healthy moral
growth depends greatly on the internalizing and refine-
ment of moral principles, ideals, and'attitudes, all
of which have their roots in an ethical value system.
The adolescent who regards lying or cheating as a
wrong, wI')·} regards the wanton taking of a hwnan life as
a violation of a primary right, or who values the
property rights of his neighbor, is well on his waylto
a sound ethical system and a well-formed character.
This well-formed character is developed in three
ways: "through reward and punishment, through unconscious
imitation, and through reflective thinking. tf Within and
closely related to this process of imitation is "the pro-
cess of developing an 'ideal self'.t1 .The growth of the
'ideal self' probably begins with the imitation of one
of the parents ~nd is added to so that it includes attri-
butes from many people. These may be people with whom
the adolescent has actual contact or those with whom he




Values and their acquisition lead to the forma-
tion of a value system. This value system, along with
its accompanying att~tudes, leads toward the development
of character. This character is reflected in the adoles-
cen~s behavior, which is the outward manifestation of
those things, ideas, concepts, and attitudes which he values.
lIbid.
2Robert J. Havighurst and Hilda Taba, Adolescent
Characte~r·B.nd Personality (New Yorl<:: John '''iley and Sons,
Inc., 1949), p. 6.
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of which have their roots in an ethical value system.
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a violation of a primary right, or who values the
property rights of his neighbor, is well on his waylto
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This well-formed character is developed in three
ways: "through reward and punishment, through unconscious
ilnita'tion, and through reflecti.ve thinking. II ~~ithin and
closely related to this process of imitation is "the pro-
cess of developing an 'ideal self'. II ,The growth of the
'ideal self' probably begins with. the imitation of one
of the parents and is added to so that it includes attri-
butes from many people. These may be people with whom
the adolescent has actual contact or those with whom he
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clUding novels.
2
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tion of a value system. This value system, along with
its accompanying at~itudes, leads toward the development
of character. This character is reflected in the adoles-
centJs behavior, .which is the out\V"ard manifestation of
those things, ideas, concepts, and attitudes which he values.
lIbid.
2Robert J. Havighurst and Hilda Taba, Adolescent
Charac·i:.(>l~ ;ll1.d Personality (New York: John 'viley and Sons,
Inc., 1949), p. 6.
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Marks of Maturity
Acceptable attitudes, good values, and fine ideals on
the part· of an individual result in his possessing ,~hat
is called"good character". It is a term of approval
and is appl.ied to a person lv-hose system of values, con-
duct, and belief is in accord with 'that of the person
using the term. l
In an effort to gain maturity, "adolescents seem
to want to assert a rightfully developing attitude of
independence and release from earlier accepted adult
control. n2 Their struggle is for "self realization1t and
Hself sufficiencytt. 3 Schneiders states the same idea'
differently when he says that the adolescent has certain
goals and tasks related to the development of his maturity.
The basic goals involved are lI,seeking independence II J "ac-
hievement of self-hood", and IIseeking·maturity".4
l-iaturity Ilia the point where the impulses, feelings,
lHorrocks, The Psychologl of Adolescence Behavior
and Development, p. 601.
2Lester D. Crow and Alice Crow, Adolescent DeveloE-
E1~~l}t arlcl .-\djustm{~n~ (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 1956), p. 217. "
3Ibid., p. 218.
to
4Schneiders, Adolescents and the Challenge of Matur-
ity A Guide for Parents and Teachers, p. 180.
5Crow and Crow, Adolescent Development and Adjust-
~, p. 381.
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• • • the mature adult enjoys freedom of decision
making and action, is self-motivated toward estab-
lislling and fulfilling purposeful life goals, and
desires contentment and a feeling of security in his
life relationships.l
There are, according to Cruze,2 Schneiders, 3 and
Garrison,4 various areas of maturity. These are physical,
emotional, intellectual, social, and moral. Certain
criteria can be used to measure the evidence of maturity
in each area that an individual has achieved. Finally, all
the facets coalesce to form the mature person which Cruze
'states is:
• • • one who has attained physiological maturity and
who, at the same time, has developed certain attitudes,
interests and ambitions that are very different from
those that were characteristic of his earlier periods
of development. The mature person is able to perceive
things as they are and to react to realities rather than
to rose-colored fantasies that are the products of his
desires and prejudices. He has developed a repertory of
reaction patterns that will enable him to adjust to his
environment in such a way that his fundamental needs
1 be satisfied with a minimum of conflict and frus-
trat~on. He is capable of providing adequate economic
support for himself and his family. Finally, he had
developed a philosophy of life that recognizes his own
relative unimportance in the universe.S
1--1 ....1.. )~1..d ..
~~endell \i. Cruze, Adolescent Ps cholo and Develo -
~ (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1953 , p. 534.
3schneiders, !\,dolescents and .:the Challenge of Mat-
uritv A Guide for Parents and Teachers, p. 179.•
'f
4Garrison, PSlchologyof Adolescence, p. 434.
5Cruze, Adolescent Psychologl and Develoement , p. 523.
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The definition given by Cole, as reported by Crow
and Crow, contains many of ~he same elements as does
Cruze's definition.
A true adult is a person of adequate physical and mental
development, controlled emotional reactions, and toler-
ant attitudes; he has the ability to treat others
objectively; he is independent of parental control,
reasonably satisfied with his point of view toward life,
and reasonably happy in his job; he is economically
independent; he is not dominated by the opinions of those
about him .or is he in revolt against social conven-
tions; l:lC~ c along in ordinary situations without
attractiIlg unfavorable attention; and, above all, he has
learned to accept the truth about himself and to face
reality instead of either running away from it or
making believe it is not there. l
Developmental Characteristics of Adolescents
In the movement from adolescence to maturity one
is governed by his physical growth and the "cultural expec-
tations of the particular sOQietyn in which he . lives. 2
There are, however~ certain general tasks that are ·related
to and prerequisite for the adolescent's search for maturity.
He is, at this point in his development: (1) learning to
make decisions; (2) developing a scale of values; and ,(3)
formirlt=~ his goals for a vocational choice and as a citizen,
both of which are inherent in his search for self-identity.3
1
Crow and 9row, Adolescent Development and Adjust-
men~, p. 382.
2Hanna and McAllister, Books, Young People and Reading
Guidance, p. 26.
3schneiders, Adolescent~.p.~..:t.:~e .Challenge of Z,fat-
ur1ty A Guide for Parents and_Teachers, p. 40.
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1~ile striving for self-identity, the adolescent
must reevaluate and readjust his relationship with his
parents and \'1ith other family menloers. He will have "to'
move away from the dependence he had on them in childhood
to the independence of adulthood. He is, therefore, faced
with the difficult task of reaching the desired goal of
retaining affection for his par~nts without continuing to
1depend on them.
• • • in learning to accept the respons1bilities of
adults, young people must establish new relationships
with their own families and with their peer group--
at home, in school, and on jobs•••• 2
Along with this independence from parents comes a
movement from an "attitude of self-centeredness to one of
other- or group-centeredness".3 Adolescents begin to
develop a social consciousness that makes them more aware
of other people, their welfare, and an appreciation of
their differences. This insightfulness does not come
easily. Involved in its development is the acquisition of
"certain intellectual skills and concepts", along with a
"better understanding of himself as a growing person".4
lGarrison, ~YChology of Adolescence, p. 22.
2Margaret M. Heaton and Helen B. Lewis, Reading
Ladder[:i i~or I-!uman Relations (\vashington, D.C.: American
Council on Education, 1955
1
)', p. 135..
3Hanna and McAllister," Books, Young Peoele and Reading
Guidance, 1). 34.
4Garrison, Psychology of Adolescence, p. 24.
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It is an accepted axiom that adolescence is a period
of time whe;:-:. tI1,e forma-cion of self is taking place. The
period is marked by uncertainty and suggestibility.l
During this period of suggestibility, the adolescent tries
out various models nupon whicl1. to build his own personality. tt
These models are usually someone who is older than himself
and someone l~ho characte~izes tl1.ose attributes that lithe
adolescent admires and would like to take to himself." ·For
this reason, adolescence is a period strongly motivated by
I h h - 2r ero \'/orSl J.pf1 •
During adolescence one learns, too, what it means
to be a member of one of the sexes. This increasing know~
ledge of one's sex role is one more facet of the greater
development of self-understanding. 3 He also, in his effort
to understand his sex role, changes his attitudes towards
th~ opposite sex. He begins to view them as more than just
pals. He starts to see them as people with whom he can
co~nunicate because of like interests and as potential
marriage 4·::lrtners.
lRudolf Allers Charactc Education in Adolescence
(Ne1'; YOl~l,: Joseph f'. 1AJagner;-Ir;,~(,;.·; 1940), p. 20.
2Hanna and, McAllister, Boo!<~, Young Peoele and Reading
~-:'\l:Ldance, p. 34.
3Rwifilf Allers, Character Education in Adolescence
(New Yorl{: JOSCI)l~ F. Ip~;~:-~~,_r~"'"'"'~j~~O), p. 24.
4Crow and Ccow", Adolescent Development and Adjust-
nlent, p. 219.
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Havighurst,l Garrison, 2 Strang, 3 Carlsen, 4
Schneiders,S and Crow and Crow6 have organized these con-
cepts of adolescent development into a set of developmental
tasks or steps. All six of these authors have included
among their developmental steps that the adolescent must
(1) develop more mature relations with members of both
sexes; (2) develop a set of values or ethical standards as
a guide for his behavior; (3) learn acceptance of hi~self
'and his physical body; and, (4) develop emotional inde-
pendence from parents and other adults. All except Strang
have indicated the need for the adolescent to develop an
appropriate masculine or feminine sex role. Carlsen is
the only one of the six authors who omitted mentioning
'Ghe development of socially responsible behavior as one of·
the developmental steps the adolescent must take towards
maturity. except Garrison have included the selecting
lRobert J. Havighurst, !:I~:·A_"::: Development and Education
Yorl~: Logmans, \~~")"~l:)any, 1953), p. 111.
2G ·arrJ..son,
3R th St1l"""'" """,,', !'l~.f".~ i',.• ,(~ t::::l."'~..&- v~ TrC' !:-y e IfU J. d,!. ....•... ,.. ,....j.'.J .. ' ;"·,,.C(,_l.:.t.~.~ ~e,,'\.,~,:~ .'llr:1Se a
l~c:,rc~~olo!!v of ,A';:'~('i "~'~:--("""e\v York· ~lc'Graw-Hill Book
~~1 '.fI. A.' .'- ·....,:t.:c{:' '_~;:_"'-";-~'"""'~:·":_~''''~~~~~''~__~'~'''>.:1 \. •
Company, Inc., 1957), p. 201.
4Carlsen, Books and_the Teen-age Reader, p. 11.
~
SSchneiders, b:do!.~scents and the ChaLLenge of Mat-
ur:Lty i\ G!:lide for Pa~~1I:.·CS and Teachers, p. 40.
6Cl1 C),\'l and Cr()\1, Adolesc'~_i';.'tl Development and Adjust-
~, p. 218.
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and preparing for a vocational choice as one of the develop-
mental steps. There was less agreement among these authors
on the develol<,.lental tasks of (1) preparing for marriage
and family life, (2) the development of intellectual skills
needed for civic responsibility, and (3) the assurance of
economic independence. Table 1 compares the six authors'
developmental steps.
The analyses of adolescent novels done for this
paper were based on this series of'developmental steps
SUrIlIUarized above and in Table 1. Since Havighurst' s list
of ten developmental tasks is the most complete, and for
the sake of consistency, his wording is used both in the
foregoing explanation and in the analyses within Chapter
IV • TiJ.e reader is directed to the page nwnbers on which
the other five authors' tasks are stated in the event
ti.e would be interested in their exact statements.
Literature Is an Aid to Adolescent Development
It has been recognized since tirne inunemorial that
literature and books hav6 some effect on the reader. The
thec·:ry dates bacl"'- to tI1.e ancie~1.t Greeks and all through
more modern history. An appropriate illustration is Bacon's
1
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It has also been recognized that no one book affects
t\iO readers ..i..ll precisely the same way. 1 In fact, the
readinG act is Ilhighly individual ll in its effects. 2 This
l)servation then leads tl"le inves~tigator to the questions
of: (1) How do bool<s affect readers,? (2) "/hat conditions
within the reader must be present in order for such effects
to take place? and, (3) How can .literature be used to
affect the reader?
We may hypothesize that impact of reading is determined
by the situation in which the reading is done, by the
reader1s expectations or set, by his overt purpose for
reading, by his conscious or unconscious needs, by the·
personality traits or patterns which affect much o~
his conduct, and by combinations of these factors.
Effects on the Reader
Books affect the reader in that they provide an
opportunity for him to see the world in a broader perspec-
tive than that of his own expe1"~C.ilce. Through books, he
becomes aware of a cultural background, a living society
with all its divergent aspects and is afforded a glimpse





t-;h, "S(Jt",\ Effects of Reading on Chi1~
25 (rvia:>r 1948):277.
n~,!cet,:i!lg Developmental Needs Through
1964):453.
3navid H. Russell, lISo~e Research on the Impact of
ReaaL;ng 1t IT'1J..1 e ~n(Tlisl~, 7;",.,,",,,,,,\.,:-,... ,\(OctolJC 1958):406......, 1 JJ £-2 ... .... u ':.. I,~," J.i.::~.:.,..."".,
Am I?tI
4Beverly A. Halev, 11W110
The English Jou~~al 62
l\1ho -- In the Universe
1973):795.
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that other hwnan beings have encountered. It is through
this wider p~rspective that literature
••• can teach students how to adopt a self-satisf ;nG
identity~ how to cope with loneliness and alienation, how
to develop empathy and compassion, how to broaden perspec-
tives and horizons, ho\'1 to comprehend and inter£ret man l s
iWlumanity to man, and ultimately how to learn.
Literature has been said to hold many advantages
for the reader. Havighurst says it "is especia~ly good
for helping young people to organize their goals and as-
· t- 2pJ.ra J.ons n • Witty has stated, nreading may be used to
satisfy needs and to promote individual happiness and wel-
fare. n3 Hanna and McAllister have said that llReading can
reveal to us in s~me measure the potentialities of human
nature. n4 Bolton has indicated that literature is written
to expose and explore the ideal in human character having
the effect of making the reader want to become a better
person. 5 lrloody and Limper. state, "Reading for enjoyment is
lJohn Hurley and Jerry L. Sullivan, llTeaching Litera-
ture to Adoles,cents: Inocula'L;:Lon or Induction?" The
Englisl1. Jou:crial 62 (January 197" 3 56. -
ZHavighurst, ~an DeveloPffi9tlt and Educat;.ion, p. 155.
3p .:: u.t -tty "Reading to lrleet Emotional Needs, fI Elemen-
_t_a_r~y__E_n~gl~~~~ 29 (February 1952):81.
4Hanna anq McAllister, Books, Young People and Reading
Guidance, p. 8L1t •
5Freder~ck Elmer Bolton, Adolescent E~cation (New
York: The :'yL:,~cnlillan Company, 1931), p. 465.
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so taken for granted that its power to develop and strengthen
wholesome attitudes is often overlooked."l
For many persons tl"l(,. \v-ritten word has exceptional
authority and authenticity. Evidence of the extent to '
lihich individuals look to reading material for help with
personal problems and concerns is prevalent. Most
literate persons can mention at least one or two books
which have affected them profoundly, which have expanded
their potential for gro'tvth and development, and have
provided not only instruction and knowledge but also
understanding and inspiration. 2
All of these statements seem to be 'quite emphatic
and yet, idealistically vague. Hanna finally brings
a measure of reality to the question of how literature can
affect the reader.
Gro'Wth to'\vard maturity is the ultimate aim of reading
especially in the ability to understand and accept one-
self and others and to face and solve social problems
with some effectiveness. 3
Identification 'lvith Characters
The ultimate a~ of maturity can only be met if the
reader has made an identification with the character about
whom he is reading. If the character is accepted as a
model for the reader, identification and an attempt at
emula-t,iol"1 lv-ill be made. The read~ng of literature is' a way
Idred T. ~/ioody and Iiilda 1(. Limper, Bibliotherapy
Metllo(I~:,; I"IaterfiaJ.s (Cllicago: The American Library Associa-
tion, 19ii)~~p. 11.
2 Ibid., p. 7.
3Geneva R•. Hanna, IIPromot.ing Adolescent. Gro'Wth
~111rough l~eading, tt Ed~ucation 84 (i\pril 1964): 475.
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in which one learns about human beings and their actions,
thereby having a model \iliich can be used to gain a greater
understanding of himself.~
"'ll(~ir [adolescents] reading provides them ,~ith heroes
and models with whom they can identify and then set
their level of aspiration and frame a clear picture
of their goals. 2
The kind of identification with a character which
would result in changes within the reader can be encouraged
by -teachers who are able to help the student relate the novel
to his own experience through questioning and background
explanations. Then the reader will come to place the book
ill his \1orld and himself in its \'!orId, thus achieving real
~dentificationwith it. 3
Reading about characters who are in similar cir-
cumstances and who have similar problems helps the adoles-
cent to grow in character and maturity since it gives him
insights into his own persona.l.ity. An adolescent's identi-
fications with and involvement in a book can broaden his
bacl{ground of' experience. These experiences, even though
vicarious, C!:';T1 the;~; come a permanent part of the reader
if he is ~lotionally involved in the story.
lAllers, character E~cation.in Adolescence, p. 150.
2ILivighurst, Human Developmc:t, pnd Education, p. 161.
3Alan 13. Howes, .!!-:.a~hing Literature to Adolescents
1-Iovels (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company,
197?)~-,.. I~.J'.- ~ fc-....l..., . 4~,l.
York:
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• • • l;i.terature migllt; serve the function of revealing
how others have adjusted themselves to comparable crises,
have made the most of them, or have turned the occasion
.into an opportunity for achievement and growth. l
A hi"c-; .. <:I-miss strategy for solving one t s problems
can be made less dependable as a recognized pattern of
behavior for the adolescent who is exposed to literature.
Modern literature for children and young people abounds
in situations and problems they are likely to encounter
in todayls world. The best of this literature is not
only good recreational reading, but also serves to help
the reader understand l1iluself and the '~lorld in which he
lives. Through the actions of the characters the reader
will often gain some insight into why he behaves as he
does. 'fuere this insight also motivates altered and
improved attitudes or behavior, the reading of the book
results in problem solving and life enrichment•••• 2
Literature can give the adolescent the opportunity
to consider his problems objectively, as an observer rather
than a participator. He may, through this objectivity,
arrive at a workable solution to his problem. 3
• when one reads an interesting novel he becomes
for a time the hero or heroine of the story. In psychiatry,
Oi'1e speal{s of identifying oneself \vith tl'1e hero and thus
his ideals become for the time being at least our ideals
and they may become a permanent acquisition of the mind.4
l John J. DeBoer, ilLite ture and Human Behavior,"
The English Journal 39 (F~bruary 1950):80.
2Moody and Limper, Bibliotherapy ~fethods and Materials,
p. 61.
3D\'light .L. "Burton, Litera~:re Study in the High Schools
YorI<:: lIolt, Rinehart and "lir1ston, 1963), p. 53.
4Thomas Verner Hoore, Personal .Mental Hygiene (New
Grune and Stratton, 1944), p. 222.
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The reader, then, is leod to growth in his personality
and maturity through his identification with the cr~~.1.~ ;]cter
in a book. Further l he is led to a greater insight into
himself resulting in self-discovery., nAt the same time
that he realized the needs and aspirations of the character,
he was vicariously recognizing his own needs and aspira-
tions."l Hoody and Limper quoted Josette Frank's state-
ment, t1 All great fiction may l)<~ said to hold up a mirror
to its readers. But for boys and girls certain bOQks
2reflect back an image they recognize as themselves."
If the reader is fortunate enough to meet the right
character in the right book at the right time, the reader
may act in a manner similar to that of the character in
a like situation. This is true internalization which "is
attained if the self recognition in identification is
carried to action." This is the process which results in
a change within the adolescent. tiThe change of basic con-
cepts is not easily done, but it can be aided through lit-
erature which is dealing with fundamental human conditions. 1I3
Tllis too, is one facet of the development of self and It is a
lFlora Fennimore, I1Developing the Adolescent's Self
C011C;~:;.pt '-lith Literature, ff r1'110 English Journal 59 (December
197()) :1278.
~'1oody and Limper, Bibliotherapy Methods and ?.faterials,
p. 65.
3Fennimore, IIDevelop;i.ng the Adolescent's Self
Concept 'vitll Literature, n p. 10278 (l'
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process of which we are usually unaware. Seeing stages
of development of a literary figure nlay help the child to
realize that he, too, is becomir: a unique person. ,,1
There is the danger, however, that his identifica-
obion with character and its resultant advantages may not
occur within the reader.
L~eckel lvarns tl'lat tf identification betlveen the reader and
a character may be repressed and the reading content
criticized or rejected" when tIle cllaracter exhibits
"unaccepted" behavior or personality traits or suffers
unpleasant experiences. 2
Transmitter of Culture
Literature has yet another effect on its reader.
In addition to the identification with the character that
may take place causing an introspective look at himself, it
also functions as a transmitter of culture to the reader.
The story-teller is an organizer of the human race in 'that
he is a transmitter of ~ulture, human understanding, and
human development fro~ one generation to another.
Nowhere else can this universality of problems of human
nature be more easily seen and recognized than in good
reading, for it is the business of the story-teller to
highlight characters, situations, actions, problems and
their so1utions, ••• 3
IHoody and"Limper, Bibliotherapl Methods and Materials,
p. 138.
2Russe;Ll, IISome Research on the Impact of Reading,tr
p. 408.
3Hanna and McAllister, Books, Young People and Reading,
Guidance, p. 82.
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Literature has inherent in it the ability to show
human beings as they are and as they have been. Itr 11~S in
...
it the ability to provide a IIwl'lol picture of tl1.e int-er-
wo~en mesh of interrel
wllat he is." 1
ionships tJ1at mal<:e the human being.
Growing up involves fundamentally a developing under-
standing of human nature. A principle touchstone of
'maturity is awareness of the complexity of human nature.
Ch~racters in good literature whether real people in non-
fiction or people artistically created in fiction,
exemplify the complexity of human motivation. 2
The adolescent is able to see, through literature,
tIle commonness of the human situation. He is able to see
through it that he is not unique in his efforts to grow to
maturity. He is able to see that others have gone through
the same experiences that he has and that they have emerged
victorious. "Literature, by exhibiting patterns of conduct
approved in a wider culture, may have the effect of supplying
the something tgreater than one's self t .,,3
• • • we have assumed, and must assurne, that the reading
of good books will influence the manner of one's thinking,
feeling an<:! ac-ting. In reading a story, a boy or girl
symbolically or vicariously goes through the experiences
described. \ve may reasonably conclude that the effects
IHelEm Huus, ed., Values for a Changi,ng, America
(Phil~,:,\.1.~;l'I)l1.ia: University of Pennsylvania Pres,~:~, 1966),
p. 127. ..
2B~rton, Literature Studl in the High Schools, p. 6.
3DeBoer, "L1. ,(:~tlJ.~e and IIurllan Behavior," p. 80 •
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of these experiences on the reader will be similar to
those of comparable experiences in real life, although
.perhaps less intense. l
The adolescent's penchant for hero worship is the
catalyst needed to allow for the use of literature as a
leavening agent in the development of his character or
mature personality. Through it he is able to recognize
himself in the-total scheme of the human drama surrounding
him. He is in a period of his 4evelopment when he is searching.
for a philosophy of life. Books can help in his efforts ·to
find it.
• • • [literature] deals impersonally with great ques-
tions and develops principles of conduct inductively
through concrete illustrations. The reader impercep-'
tively builds up standards as he -is carried along by
emotional currents stimulated through admiration for
certain characters portrayed and throu~h disgust or hatred
of others who are unworthy characters.
Fon~ation of a Philosophy of Life
The formatio'f\ of a philosophy of life is ()c'veloped
by d(~{~rees throughout one's lifetime. . It gro\V's out of
values that one hoJ~ds and attitudes \vhich are formed as a
result of these values. One learns values and attitudes





Bol~on, Adolescent Education, p. 465.
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'Vhere secondary sources of values are concerned, there
is no more reliable source of values than the novels
and periodicals, the textbooks and magazines that are
available to every youth today who is interested enough
to look for them. Literary works are the crystallization~
of man's experiences. They contain numerous references
to values and to life styles. They are for many adoles-
cents and adults a tremendously rich source of con~epts
and ideals whirh can be woven into the fabric of personal
value systems.
According to Havighurst and T~ba,
• • • good character, the kind of character which is
desirable in our society--develops when the external
and automatically accepted influences are transformed
gradually into inner, conscious, and personally directed
criteria of behavior. 2
The book, or even the character within, in and of
itself is not sufficient as a molder of character. The
adolescent himself is instrumental in deciding what he will
take from the vicarious experiences provided him in his
reading. For one thing, "the attitudes the reader brings
to the page affect what he gets from it. 1l3 For another,
Books of and by themselves can only serve as informers
and stimulators. It is the reader who must interpret
the experience and make it meaningful. Only the reader
~a~ build his own sOGially sensitive attitudes and grow
1nto a mature adult. 4
lSchneiders, ~.~escents and the Challenge of Mat-
urity A Guide for Parents and Teachers, p. 185.
2Havighurstand Taba, ~dolescent Character and Per~
Bonality, p. 188.~
3Russell, "Some Research on the Impact of Reading,1l
p. 404.
4Hanna, IlPromoting Adolescent Growth Through Reading,n
p. 474.
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Bool<:s do, however,· "open up new \-lorlds, broaden
horizons and increase the scope of choices for behavior. ttl
With proper consideration in the selection of books that'
are used and in pointing out values that are acceptable to
the adolescent, he may be led to make sound decisions about
the types of behavior he will accept for himself.
Guidance which promotes personal and social growth as
a result of reading must be done subtly and with a light
touch. The objective is to help young people learn how
to solve their own problems a~d the problems of society
with intelligence and wisdom.
The solving of his own problems and those of society
can only come about if the adolescent achieves each of his
developmental tasks.
Reading is a tool for the achievemen't of developmental
tasks because it gives knowledge, esthetic enjoyment,
and a supply of vicarious experiences that 'is nearly
inexhaustible. • • • the teacher may choose literature
as a means aiding the emotional adjustment and for-
mation of values in her pupils. 3
Carlsen maintains that adolescents choose and are
interested in certain books at particular times as a result
of tl1.e ,developmental task they are involved in trying to
acl1ieve. 4
~oody and Limper, Bibliotherapy Methods and Materials,
p. 65.
2Hanna, ttpromoting Adolescent Growth Through Reading ll
p. 475.
3Havighurst, Human Development and Education, p. 161 •
.{
~Carlsen, Books and the Teen-age Reader, p. 238.
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:t has long been recognized that books can have a power-
ful effect upon thoughts and actions. • • • The idea
that books may contain character building elements for
youth, someti~es called developmental values, has now
become an accepted concept. l
This section has shown that authorities in reading
and psychology believe that literature can be' instrumental
in the development of the adolescent's character and his
growth toward maturity. It affects him by providing many
vicarious experiences from l~~ich he can choose bits and
pieces that will form his ethical and moral code or his
philosophy of life. It helps him to achieve those develop-
mental tasks in which he is involved. It provides him with
characters which he may choose as models for his own be-
havior. It helps him to see himself through others and
his cultural heritage. Literature, therefore, is one
source of information about humanity that can affect the
development of the maturing adolescent.
The Nature of Adolescen~ Developmental Tasks
The first section of this chapter discussed the
Nature of Personal Within that section the develop-
mental tasks eXI)ect~E;d t() be achieved by adolescents in
their bid for maturity were outlined. Six authors were
cited-as having listed similar tasks. Havighurstls list
of ten tasks was considered to be the most complete and was
1 - ~
Iianna and ~IcAllister, Books, Youn-f~~ People and Reading
Guidance, p. 54.
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selected by the writer to oe used in,the analysis of the
adolescent fictional selections within this paper.
A composite explanation of the nature of each of
these tasks follows. It includes statements of goa~s in-
eluded in each of the ten Havighurst tasks as made by the
six authors: Havighurst, Gar~ison, Strang, Carlsen, Sch-
'neiders, and, Crow and Cro\-l.
Task 1. Achieving more mature relations with age-mates of '
both sexes
The goal of this task is uto become an adult among
adults and to learn to work with others for a common purpose,
disregarding persona1·fee1ings ll ;1 lito learn to get along
with age-mates of both sexes ll ;2 lito develop-new relations
with one's own sex and form easy relationships with the
opposite sex lf ;3 lito adjust to the opposite sex l1 ;4 and "to
form appropriate affectiona1 patterns l1 • 5 Crow and Crow
merely recognize a necessity to develop a I1feeling of




~Ruth Strang, The Adolescent Views Himself A. Psychology





6Crow and Crow, p. 381.
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. Task 2. Acllieving a mascuiine or feminine sex role
Havighurst states the goal simply when lle says, lito
learn to look upon girls and boys menU. 1as women as
Carlsen is a bit more explicit with his explanation of fldis-
2'
covering and accepting his S~XIS role in our culture. 1I
Task 3. Accepting one's physique and using one's body
ef-fectively
It includes, according. to Iiavighurst, becoming
6t1proud, or at least tolerant, of one's body". Carlsen




4l"'.... 1 '-d,::;'CJlneJ.. ers, p. 45.





and accepting one's most acceptable selfn along ,,,ith "phy-
sical competency".l Schneiders states it as "discovery and
2acceptance of self" or l1self-llood rt • Crow and Crow con-
sider the goal to be lIself-realization",3 while Garrison
states it as "accepting one's possibilities and limitations.,,4
Task 4. Achieving emotional independence from parents and
other adults
I-Iavighurst says the goal of this task is uto become
free from childish dependence on- parents; to develop af-
fection for parents l~ithout dependence upon them; to de-
velop respect for older adults without dependence upon
them".5 Garrison calls it flachieving an appropriate depen-
dence-independence patternn and being 1tindependent of
parental Gontrol fl • 6 Strang says it is "getting along with
onets family" and Tfgaining emotional independence from
parents and other adults".7 Schneiders includes "learning
to make decisions tt along with flseeking independencefl • 8
1Strang, p. 201.
2Schneiders, p. 46.







Crow and Crow leave it at' "freedom of decision mal<:ing and
action,,;l whereas Carlsen says it is simply "changing his
2relationship witIl. parents. If
Task 5. Achieving an assurance of economic independence
Havighurst describes the goal as feeling "able to
make a 1ivingll • 3 Strang describes it as "being economically
independent ll ,4 and Carlsen says·it is Ilworking for pay".S
Crow ~nd Crow also say it is lIbeing economically independent. h6
Tasl" 6. Selecting and prepar1ing for an occupation
Havighurst considers the goal of this task 'to be
"choosing an' occupation for wl'lich one has the necessary
abi1ityll and "preparing for this occupationll • 7 Strang
says it is trmal<:ing sound educational plans and choosing and
· f d · t- 8 ellpreI)arJ.ng or an enterJ.ng avoca' ~onn • ar sen mere y.
Ie d C 38r').rO\i an rOl-l, p • ~











calls it Itfinding a vocation lt • l Crow and Crow include
this task in a general category they have, which is ,
Itestablishing and fulfilling purposeful life goals lt • 2
Scl1.neiders includes trmal<:ing a vocational choice, accepting
the challenge of school," and Itblueprinting for the future n3
in his explanation.
Task 7. Preparing for marriage and family life
Hav~ghurst cons~ders this task to be "mainly for
:girls ll in his explanations of its goal of getting tithe
knowledge necessary for home management and child rearingll • 4
Boys may be included in the other half of the explanation
lv-hich is developing Ita positive attitude toward family life
and 11aving cI1.ildren". Crow and CrolV' include this task in
their general category of "establishing and fulfilling
purposeful life goalsn • 5 Strang is the only other author·
who considers "being prepared for marriage and family lifen6
to be a developmental task.
1Carlsen, p. 13.
2Crow and Crow, p. 381.
3Schneiders, p. 43.
4Havighurst, p. 133.
5Crow and Crow, p. 381.
6Strang, p. 202.
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Task 8. Developing intellectual skills and concepts nec-
essary for civic competence
"To develop concepts of law, government, economics,
geography, human nature, and social institutions which·fit
the modern world; to develop language skills and reasoning
ability necessary for dealing effectively with the problems
of a modern democracylll is the goal of this developmental
task. ~arrison states the goal as "developing intellectual
skills and concepts.".2 The only other author to include
the task is Schneiders. He says it includes the "forma-
tion of goals of citizenshipn. 3
Task 9. Desiring and achieving socially responsible be-
havior
Havighurst defines its goal as "participating as a
responsible adult in the life of the community, region,
and nation; taking account of values of society in one's
personal behaviorn • 4 Garrison and Schneiders both use
the term "achieving social maturity,,5,6 to define the goal.










while Crow and CrO\i describe it as "assuming responsibility
for other's \velfare". 1
Task 10. Achieving a set of values and ethical system as
a guide to behavior
The goal of this task, according ~o Havighurst, is
to form a set of values which are possible of realiza-
tion; to develop a conscious purpose of realizing these
values; to d8fine man's place in the physical world
and in rela'tion to other 11uman be}r~:;s; to l<:eep one I s
values in harmony with each other~
Crow and Crow again ~e "establishing and fulfilling pur-
poseful life goals tl3 as their explanation. Garrison calls
it t1developing conscience, morality and a set of values n • 4
There is agreement in Strang1s statement· that it is "de-
veloping a workable set of values, moral standards, and
religious beliefs--of evolving a functional philosophy of
life ll • 5 Schneiders agrees with his explanation of the
tldevelopment of a scale of values which will lead to a
philosophy of life".6 Carlson simplified it by saying it
is Ilbecoming al"lare of his value patterns". 7
1Crow and Crow, p. 382.
2Havighurst, p. 147.
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Literature Is a Tool for Meeting Developciental Tasks
Literature l'las been ShOlffi to be instrumental in
affecting the reader. The developmental tasks the adoles~
cent must accomplish have been presented and explained.
The remaining question is, how can literature be used to
help adolescents to achieve the developmental tasks that
are rungs on the ladder to maturity?
• • • all teachers must be aware of the affects of
reading upon children and must realize tliat, through
literature, most children can be helped to solve the 1
developmental problems of adjustment which they face.
Teachers of adolescents should become knowledgeable
about these developmental tasks. They should also come
to know their students better because,
• • • knowing what the tasks are that young people
are trying to accomplish. • .we have a tool, like a
surgeon l s scalpel, with which to work in giving
our students the release they need to grow into mature
men and \'lomen. 2
Since the "potency of literature • • • is the
effect that its content can have on' readers ll ,3 "it may be
part of the social and educational process based on a ·struc-
ture of developmental tasks ll • 4 ·
lDdvid H. Russell and Caroline Shrodes,"Contribu-
tions of n..(~sear{::h in Bibliot11cl"apy to the Language Arts
Program,Tt SCllOOJ~ ~evie,,, 58 (September 1950):335.
2-
G. Robert Carlsen, "Deep Down Beneath, Where I Live,"
The Srlglisll Journal 43 (~fay.1954) :239.
3Samuel "leingarten, II Boundaries of Reading in Satis-
fying Needs," p. 487.
~oOdY and Limper, Bibliotherapy Methods and Materials,
p. 17.
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We have been aware for some t~e that an adoles-
cent undergoing some problems will be helped toward
the solution of those problems by reading about someone
in the same situation. UThat kind of thinking has done
much to establish the principle that we must think of the
child first in selecting books for a course of study.lI l
Reading about characters who are in similar circum-
stances and who have s~ilar problems helps the adolescent
to grow in character because it gives him insights into
his Ol~ character. Because books can change character and
help adolescents grow to independ~nce and maturity, they
should be carefully chosen to promote desirable values and
attitudes. 2
"Among the problems peculiar to children which books
can alleviate are those of growing up and preparing for
life as an adult. • 3. ." Another is the need to have
assurance that they are within the l~its of no~al. The
adolescent with a problem or some handicap needs to know
that he is not unique and that there are others who have
s~ilar problems. Further, he needs to view the problem
lCarlsen, "Deep Down Beneath, vVhere I Live, II p. 237.
2 -,
Hanna and McAllister, Bool~, Young People and Reading
Guidance, p. 54.
3Moody and Limper, Bibliotherapy Methods and Materials,
p. 63.
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realistically and adjust to it in the best possible way.
Books can help to make these adjustments. "If someone
else has felt as we feel perhaps there is hope for us,
• •• Being different is not what upsets adolescents,
but the dread of being alone and isolated in that differ-
ence" does. l
The books supplied must have other interest factors
besides a theme that will meet a particular adolescent need
before he will read it. 2 In choosing literature to be
used with adolescents, the first consideration should be
whether or not they will like it. It should be filled with
action, romance and believable characters. Then they wiil
be able uto appraise the deeds of the characters. That
is the objective in trying to develop moral thoughtfulness. u3
An adolescent's choice of books has alternately been
attributed to his interest in the story and to his inter-
est in accomplishing a particular developmental task. In
either case "Those. things young people want to read about
are related to their chronological age regardless of the
level of their reading ability.11 4 In fact, according to
lHanna and McAllister, Books, Young People and
Reading Guidance," p. 5'9.
2Ibid., p. 56.
3Bolton, Adolescent Education, p. 469.
4Carlsen, Books and the Teen-age Reader, p. 3.
Loban, uadolescents rate as better stories the ones within
their intellectual and emotional range.
It is unfortunate, however, that IImost of the stories
dealing with the adolescent's personal problems interest
principally girls. Certainly of the novels which are
outstanding, most are for girls. t12 The reason that this
is unfortunate is, ttbool-cs ~ubtly teach, and not only when
read by the child individually. Th~y can also be used to
aug1nent the group discussion of problems bet~een young
people and those who guide them. u3
Guidance is a handmaiden to the use of literature
in the promotion of adolescent gvowth.since,
Much reading is done for the story only. Unless guided,
most children read for interest only, but even then we
have evidence that from time to time they gather unwit-
. tingly ideals and principles of value. 4
Guidance is also important because
• • • books are most effectively used for meeting needs
when reading is associated with firsthand experience,
'1
-"'Russell, "Some Research on the Impact of Reading, II
p. 405.
2Richard S. AIm, "The Glitter and the Gold," ~
English Journal 44 (September 1955):319.
3Moody and Limper, Bibliotherapy Methods and Materials,
p. 61.
~oore, Personal Mental Hygie~, p. 222.
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when identifications with characters in books are dis-
cussedi and when additional related reading is intro-duced. .
Finally, books along with effective guidance through
discussions about them led by skillful, knowledgeable
teachers "help bring out a potential hwnanity" lead the
individual toward his full status as a human being--in a'
2word, help him to mature or grow up.
Literature has been Effective in Promoting Development
It has been found that adolescents are more willing
to discuss their developmental needs through a fictional,
character than they are directly. Without the ability to
use t~e subterfuge fictional characters provide them,. they
may simply avoid references to their developmental concerns.
Stanton has said,
Adolescents often refuse to discuss their friends and
their difficulties but would probably talk about the
characters in a book, who have much the same sroblems.
Fiction provid~s a sort of neutral territory.
Heaton and Lewis agree witl1 this premise.
7eachers often find young people better able to discuss
problems that are real·to them after they have read a
l paul A•.\-'litty, "lileeting Developmental Needs Through
Reading,tt Education 84 (April 1964):451-457.
2Robert B." Heilman, "Literature and Growing Up,"
The English Journal 45 (September 1956):304•.
3Russell, "Some Research on the Impact of Reading,"
p. 409.
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sufficient number of stories and have planned discussion
of them in such a way that they see their own problems
not as unique, but as common to many young peof,,,.le. 1
The effect tllat literature 11.as on adolescents has
been shown to be highly individualistic. Smith found in
her study that no two children in the same room attributed
a change of attitude to the same book. This led the
author to conclude tliat n reading values ~ personal and
individual; not all bool~ affect all individuals in the
2same l'lay. If Squire also concluded, "the evidence seems
largely to support the point of view that readers respond
to literature in a unique and selective way.,,3
From the research point of view, we suspect that much
reading by itself has little effect on a person's deeper
layers of feeling and behavior. So far we have been
unable to disentangle the influences of reading from
the consequences of other activities. • • • We know that
. the impact of reading is ~elated to constellations of
factors in literature, in people and the'settings in
which reading is done. 4
Apparently, the reader has a great deal to do with the impact
his reading will have on him. His personality traits, his
IMargaret M. Heaton,Hclen B. Lewis, Reading Ladde~
for HumanRel'r-ltions('~ashington, D. C.: l\.merican Council
on Ed,uca·tio·=·~';-"~.L955), p. 137.
2Smith, II Some Effects of Reading on Children," p. 277.
3Violet E.~ Dewey, IIUnderstand Your Teen Through
Fiction,". The ~tlil\vaul<:ee.Journal Par~ 2 (~larch.4, 1975},·.
p. 4.
4Russell, "Some Research on the Impact of Reading,"
p. 410. .
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attitudes, his envir·omnental conditions, 'his receptivity,
plus other factors, all have some bearing on the effect
his reading will have on him.
In mass communications Hovland has indicated that
effects depend upon (a) the individual's readiness to
accept or reject a given idea, (b) his general suscepti-
bility to persuasion and social influence--his I1persuasa-
bilityl1, and (c) the interpersonal relationships of his
group and the individual's conformity or independence
in relation to group influences. 1
Studies have been conducted in an effort to determine
the amount and quality of response that readers have to
literature. Smith enlisted the aid of several teachers
of grades four through eight in various sections of the
country. She asked them to have their students recall a
t1bool<:, story, poem or aritcle which had changed their
2thinking or attitudes in any way. It If they could, theyr...
were asked to write about it. No student was forced to
write. They were given the choice of writing or doing
free reading. Five hundred two responses were received
and analyzed by Smith. She found that 60.7 percent of the
respondents stated that they had experienced some change
in attitude as a result of reading. The attitude changes
were distributed according to type in the following way:
1Ibid., p. 403.
2Smith,IISome Effects of Reading on Children, II p. 271.
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37.4 percent tOl'lard people
33.3 percent toward animals
16.2 percent tOl..,ard worl<: and vocations
4.0 percent toward different locales
3.0 percent toward sports
2.0 percent toward historical changes1
Changes of behavior were mentioned by only 9.2 percent
of the five hundred t\iO students responding. 2
Weingarten used a questionnaire to determine the
degree to which literature meets the developmental needs
of adolescents and young adults •. Students who were 'freshmen.
and sophomores at midwestern' colleges were used as his
sample. He found that t1young people profit from reading in
the following ways:
1. By attaining an understanding of themselves
2. By attaining gratification in a wortl~y concept of
self
3. By recognizing an ideal person suitable for emulation
4. By understanding other people's motivations
5. By noting other people's solutions to their proble~
6. By seeing· that their o''''n problems are not. unique
7. By acquiring perspective on their own problems
8. By finding solutions for their own problems". 3
1Smith, "Some Effects of Reading on Children," p. 271.
2 .
Ibid., p. 274.
3Samuel 'veingarten, "Developmental Values in Volun-
tary Reading, tI School Revieli 62 (April 1954): ~30.
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Elkins confined her research to members of her
O\ffi eighth grade class. After having determined the needs
and concerns of her class members, she tried to help them
to achieve a more mature outlook. She collected stories
and books that revolved around her students' concerns.
Some of them were read aloud to the group and some were
read individually. After they had been read, free dis-
cussion. of them was encouraged. l
Elkins was of the opinion that her students had
developed a more mature outlook as a result of the exper-
ience. She found that,
1. \ihen children talk about a story in which the charac-
ters experience dilemmas similar to theirs, they
can express their feelings about their own situations
without actually having to divulge that fact.
-2. The child can consider the problem involved in a
more objective manner than if the difficulty were
his very own. He can look at all sides of the prob-
lem, at many points of view. Objectivity would be
more difficult, if not altogether impossible, if
the problem under consideration were an-~ediate
personal one.
3. Children I S Olm experiences are so limited, their
ways of handling difficult situations so lacking in
versatility, their knowledge of cause and effect so
restricted, that they rieed new perspective. Stories
can 11Clp to supplement tl'leir o\-;n experiences, to
create new concepts, new awarenesses, new expectations.
Fiction can help set new goals for them, show them-
how changes can be made to achieve these goals, how
people dev~lop themselves to attain the end they
desire, prepare them for facing disappointments,
show them how to adjust to situations.
lDeborah Elkins, "Students Face Their Problems,ll
The English Journal 38 (November 1949):498.
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4. Fiction helps them look at problems which are not
theirs personally, but of which they need knowledge
in order to understand their Olin peer group. It
helps them learn something of the emotions, aspira-
tions, and hopes of people whose problems may not
be the same as theirs.
5. Fiction can help attach prestige to attainment of
skills other than sports alone, for example, so
that children may have a broader base for choice and
inclusion of others within the group. It ,can extend
the prestige basis to being liked, being helpful,
being self-sufficient in managing and planning
things.
6. Group discussion based on fiction can help change
attitudes, for group opinion has a tremendous effect-,
on peers during adolescence. l
Russell is still of the opinion, though, that "from
the research point of view, ,_ • • the effects of reading
are an uncharted wasteland in an otherwise well-mapped "ter--
ritory.,,2
Witty, however, steadfastly maintains that students
at the Psycho-Educational Clinic- at Northwestern University
have been helped in meeting their developmental needs
through books. 3 Stanton goes one step farther than this.
She believes that adolescent fiction can be used to develop
a greater -empathy in parents -for their adolescent children.
She is teaching a course at the University of Wisconsin--
Milwaukee for parents of adolescents in which adolescent
lElkins, "Students Face Their Problems,f1 p. 502.
2 '
Russell, l1Some Research on the Impact of Reading,n
p. 398.
~'litty, "Reading to Meet Emotional Needs, fI p. 78.
.~-_... _- ...-.. -.. _"-~-.""--_..--..-.-.-----
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fiction will be used to promote communication between the
generations about teen-agers, their problems, and solutions
for those problems. l
Curricular Changes are Needed
Certain changes in the school will be necessary to
carry out a program of using literature to promote g~owth
by meeting the developmental needs of adolescents. The
most obvious change will have to be made in the inter-
personal relationships of teachers and their studentS.
Teachers will need to be aware of the developmental tasks.
in which their students are involved in order to select
books to fit their needs. Elkins achieved this awareness
through the use of'sociometric tests,' student interveiws,
students' writings about their wishes and their worries,
student diaries, and sociodramas. 2
The second change that will have to be made is in
the English or the reading class curriculum. This is tra-
ditionally the area in which novels are used. If this
literature is going to be used to solve personality problems
and developmental needs, the curriculum will have to be
organized" around tllt;se problems and these needs. This
would cause a chAnge in the traditional systems of
IDewey, "Understand Your Teen Through Fiction," p. 4.
2Elkins, "Students Face Their Problems," p. 498.
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organization around periods or types of literature. l
Carlsen has also stated that books should be selected on
the basis of the needs of the adolescent. 2
Changes in this direction are already being imple-
mented. There is a trend tOlv-ard teaching units of study
around themes such as "Growing Up" and "Interpersonal
Relations rt • 3
The same shift in emphasis may be noted in criticism
of books for younger children away from consideration
of literary values to explorations of meanings or func-
tions in the life of the child.4
Perhaps the reasoning behind these changes is that
the greater majority of students in the junior high are
going to be ordinary citizens rather than literary scholars
or writers. 5 For that reason and others, "literature should
help young people to live a better life. A successful pro-
gram of teaching literature need accept nothing less as
its major outcome.,,6
IDc:J30er,· "Literature and Human Behavior," p.8l.
2Carlsen, "Deep DO\ffi Beneath, ~Vhere I live, n p. 237.
3Russell·, flSome Research on the Impact of Reading,"
p. 402.
4'Ibid.
5Bolton, Adolescent Education, p. 467.
6-
Burton, Literature Study in the High Schools, p. 1.
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The analogy of analyzing a ..j ol<:e to tell why it is
funny has been applied to our more traditional method of
teaching lit~rature by analyzing its structure. These
authors maintain that a more desirable method could be
used. They say that literature should be approached from
the point of n'V'lhat does it mean to me?ttso that it will
better enable the reader to face up to himself in the real
world. l
\vitty sums up this point liith,
A defensible reading [or English] program • • • recog-
nizes the value of systematic instruction,. utilization
of interests, fulfillment of developmental needs, and
the articulation of experience in reading with other
~ypes of worthwhile ac~ivity.2
The third area in which changes would have to' take
place would be in the total school organization. Havighurst
and Taba have said that adolescent development in the schools
can be encouraged by broadening the curriculum to include
more areas of interest and relevance to the student. 3
It was precisely this train of thought which led to
the development of mini-courses at Burleigh Junior High. 4
lHurley and Sullivan, "Teaching Literature to Adoles-
cents: Inoculation or Induction?t1 p. 55.
~vitty, "Reading to Heet Emotional Needs," p. 84.
3Havighu~st and Taba, Adolescent Character and Per-
sonality, p. 197.
4Burleigh Junior High ~s located in Brookfield, Wis-
consin and is the school in which the writer has taught
reading and English for the past ten years.
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The program of extra courses was started slowly as a part
of ,the extra-curricular program in 1972. Such recreational
offerings as rug hooking, snowmobile safety, and small
engine repair were taught. Students were allowed to select
courses of interest to them and attended them during ,the
school day meeting one hour per week for a period ~f six'
consecutive weeks.
The faculty, students, administration, and parents
considered the exper~ent to be a successful. one in that
it provided additional interes~ and enthusiasm as deter-
mined by course evaluations that were filled out by students
enrolled in the classes, teachers of the classes, and
parents of Burleigh's students. It was desirable, there-
fore, to incorporate a similar ~xpanded choice of subjects
into the regular school curriculum. Those mini-courses
that could be realistically expanded to a nine-week course
which would meet daily were retained. Those faculty members
who had potential courses in mind that could meet the
requirements were asked to write them for approval. The
appendix to this paper is one of the courses which evolved
in the manner· described.
After all of the courses had been wri~ten and scheduling
problems were worked out, the proposal to have nine-week
elective courses included in the Burleigh Junior High
curriculum was presented to the Elmbrook School Board.
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"Then they had finished a thorough review·" all the courses,
thirteen of them were approved for use in a one-year pilot
program.
One year later, in 1975, the concept was app~oved
and adopted for use in all three of the districtls junior
highs. The list of courses approved was expanded to eighteen
at that time. A commitment to the concept of the greater
advantage of an expanded.cur~iculumand the good which




'The method used in the selection and analysis of
the books included in this paper was based on the research
done as reported in Chapter II. The method was also
determined by the criteria in the mini-course plan. l
The first step was to gather a total of seventy-
seven paperback" books that were available from personal
collections, purchases, and colleagues. The books were
then scanned to determine if they were, in fact, adoles-
cent novels. Publishers make this designation either
directly through a coding system such as DellIs "Laural
Leaf Librarytt or their nYearling Bool<s", Pocket Book's
II Archwayn , and Berl<.ley's ttHighlandU trademarks; or ob-
squrely through their notes about the author'as being a
writer of juvenile bool<.s or in the listings of "Other
Books 'for Young Adults" at the bacl<: cover. '""hen such
indications were not given, the books were skimmed to
determine whether or not the main characters were adoles-
cents. These, too, were considered to be adolescent novels,
and so were included.
lSee Appendix, p. 117.
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The copyrights were then checked. If the book
had a copyright of 1971, 1972, 1973, or 1974, it was
considered to be current and acceptable for use in·this
paper. 'Vhere at all possible, the author's copyright was
used rather than the copyright of the paperback publication.
It was thought that this limitation would avoid the inclu-
sion of a bopk that had been written much earlier but that
had been recently resurrected for republication. Again,
the restriction of current adolescent fiction' was the ob-
ject behind this method of elimination.
Thirty-eight of the original seventy-seven books
that were gathered were eliminated because they were non-
fiction, they had a copyright that did not fall within
the 19,71 through 1974 limit, they were short story antholo-
gies, they did not have an adolescent as a central character,
or they were not in paperback. editions •. The remaining
thirty-nine books were read.
Twenty-one of the thirty-nine books that were read
were subsequently included in this paper. The decision of
whether or not a specific book should be included was
largely an arbitrary one. The writer was most interested
in finding books that would support the nine-week elective
~ 1 .




perception of the population to whom the elective course
would be offered. Novels that revolved around current
interests the students at Burleigh had expressed such as
mysteries, outdoor adventure stories, and sports were in-
eluded simply ~ecause they were interesting stories.
The writer also wanted to expose the students of
this insulated suburban community to people who are dif-
ferent than they are. Novel~ containing characters of dif-
ferent race and religion were included to meet this objec-
tive. Acceptance of those who are handicapped because
of physical or mental problems and acceptance of different
family members was the ~ationale for the inclusion of
certain novels.
Finally, novels that were illustrative of a teen-
ager resisting peer pressure in order to meet his obligations
to the wider society were also sought. Contemporary'prob-
lems treated in these novels include prank phone calls,
theft, and malicious rumors.
The eighteen novels that were read but not included
in this paper were eliminated because,· in the writer's
judgment, they had limited appeal. This judgment was
based on evaluation of the setting or situation, or be-
to
cause the novels had themes that have been used frequently.
Also judged to have limited appeal were historical novels
and ·tl1ose whose situations were so far removed from the
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experiences of the intended consumers as to render them
unbelievable. Some novels which had well-worn themes
such as teenage pregnancies, adjusting to divorced parents,
adjusting to a family one considers odd, and teenage love
were eliminated. Representatives of each.type were in-
eluded.
'Vhile the books were being read, passages were
marked which indicated some new insights that the central'
character had gained or some evidence of newly-developed
maturity. Some of . the books read contained no passages
that could be used as examples of the acquisition of
developmental tasks by the central characters. These were
not analyzed.
A determination of the appeal of novels to male
or female readers was made on the basis' of the criteria
set down by Carlsen. l These criteria have been put into
Table 2 for easy reference.
To summarize the masculine or feminine appeal of
adolescent books, boys like books that have masculine charac-
ters and epic-like stories. ~irls, on the other hand,
prefer books that are more restrictive and are mO're closely
related to their own lives, but feminine readers are le~s
concerned about the sex of.the characters in them. Carlsen
admits, however, tl1.at tlcertainly there are many exceptions
. 2
to these general tendencies."
1Carlsen, Books and the Teen-age Reader, p. 24.
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These synopses and indications of masculine or
feminine appeal can be found in the annotated bibliography
of adolescent novels used in the writing of this paper.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE NOVELS
Those novels which contained examples of the major
characters being involved in Havighurstls developmental
tasks have been analyzed within this chapter. Quotes
from the novels have been placed under the task they
seemed to have exemplified. Those novels which did not
contain examples of the developmental tasks are not in-
eluded in this chapter. They are listed in the Bibliography
of Novels Read But Not Inc1uded. 1 Table 3 designates the
developmental tasks that were included in each of the
novels as a summary for the analyses.'
Havighurstls ten developmental tasks are listed
below.
1. Achieving new and more mature relations with age-
mates of both sexes.
2. Achieving I a masculine or feminine sex role.
3. Accepting one's physique and using onels body ef-
fectively.
4. Achieving emotional independence from parents
and other adults.
5. Achieving assu~ance of economic independence.
6. Selecting ~nd preparing for an occupation.
7. Preparing for marriage and family life.
8. Developing intellectual skills and concepts neces-
sary for civic competen~e.
lBib1iography of Novels Read But Not Included, p. 129.
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9. Desiring and achiev:Lr . (;~;ocial1yresponsible behavior.
10. Acquiring a set of valu0s and ethical system as a
guide to behavior.
These tasks are needed in interpreting Table 3.
TABLE 3
TASKS EVIDENT IN NOVELS
~ No.1 No.1 No.Novel No 1\)'0. r l~o. No. No. No. No.
1 2 I 3 4 5 6 7 i 8 9 10
~
~
Fog x x I x I x x x x
Diar;x: of Frantic ~a .- i!<id Sister x x x x x x
Reggie and ~Tilma x x x x x
The Swnmer Before ·x x x x x
Just Dial A ~Jumber x x x x
TI'lrough a Brief
x xDarl{ness r
Jeremy x x x' x x
Tal{ers and Returners x I x
~
Leslie x x x




IIey:, Dumm:y: I x x
SnOl'l Bound x x x x
:rI1.e Long Black Coa-t x
A Day }10 Pigs 'vould x x x
I
Die- .
Gift of Gold x x




Sticks and Stones x
Zanballer x
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Mildred Lee, Fog (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1972).
Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
both sexes
After a fire has destroyed the hut Luke and his
friends used as a meeting place for their exclusive club'
which limited its membership to the five boys in the gang,
their relationships with each other change. The boys grow
further and further apart.
He did not really miss the club meeti , though some-
times he felt a fleeting nostalgia for the closeness of
the other boys. They were still friends, they still
saw each other now and then, but the fire that swept
the hut had somehow made too wide a gap·to bridge and
there seemed no way they could return to the old
companionship. p. 122
The quote above illustrates the implication that Luke and .
the rest of the former club members are moving away from the
clique-forming stage of adolescence to a more adult method
of choosing companions.
When Luke is ~rying to explain why Sim returned to
the burning shack to save Butch he'. says, tlI guess • • • I
guess he loves yoU!1I p. 115 The explanation satisfied
Butch that despite the fact that he continually tormented
Sim, there was a strong bond of friendship between them.
~chieving a masculine or feminine sex role
The intrOduction of this developmental task in
Luke l 's life is entwined \-lith his love .for Milo. Through
this relationship he is led to recognize the role of the
sexes.
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Luke could hardly believe it, he had thought that part,
of growing up would be so difficult to begin, wasn't
sure he would ever consider it worth the trouble. Now
he could not imagine' how he ever got along without
~lilo. p. 39
,
He begins to look upon himself as a man, and Milo as a
woman when he muses,
Womanly is Milo. Milo is my woman. He liked that
much better than limy girl". It was adult. It was. good.
All his feelings about her since Christmas had been more
grown-up and solemn, he thought with satisfaction, p. 83
Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
Luke hints at his movement away' from the dependence
in his parents that he had in Cllildhood. "~I.aybe he imag-
ined it, but it seemed to Luke his father was bending over
back\~ard lately in a sort of man to man attitude. 11 p. 27
Another hint is given with
Luke didn't understand the awkwardness that built up
between a man and his son. There were so many things he
didn't understand and they had a way of appearing lately,
to hang him up. p. 23
This las statement is a foreshadowing for Luke's discovery
of his fath~rls illness with heart disease. Luke's mother
worries about her husband and his avoidance of doctors. She
knows that she could never convince Henry to see one, so she
suggests that Luke should.
'"
He felt burdened by his mother's suggestion. He was .going
to sound mighty' foolish, trying to lay the law down to
his old man. On top of that it would probably irritate
Henry Sawyer to one of his rare outbreaks of temper.,
st~:,ar-t up the business over his grades likely as not and
Lw<e sure as heck didn't want thatI Well, he was stuck
-with it now and would have to take.a .whack at it. p. 89
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After his father's death, Luke takes one more step
towards manhood.
Luke said_, IIDon l t worry, Ma. IILL take care of you,"
knowing -L like a little boy it sounded. I-Io\~ lon(g
lv-ould it l)efore he would 1)("; equipped to take care
of her and how--the old question--would he go about
it? p. 133
Achieving assurance of economic independence
After the fire at the hut, Luke1s father tries to
shelter him by insisting that Luke give up his part-time
job at the Shell Service Station. Luke is not so indepen-
dent that he would argue with his father and so, "Luke still
didn't say anything, knowing that when his hands had
healed he would go back to his job." p. 110
is continued later and again,
The discussion
Luke didn't argue. But the job ~ necessary. To his
self respect. He was not about to go back to a measly
two or three dollar a week allowance doled out by his
father. p. 109
Later; after his father's death, Luke's mother is
trying to assure his married sisters that they will not be
in need of any financial help. She says, " • .- • Luke makes
his own money, so we're fine that way ••• n p. 139
Selecting and preparing for an occupation
Throughout-the book, Luke holds a part-time job and
has a full-time position as a mediocre student. He has no
. clear vocational aspirations until after the fire. He then
begins to admire Dr. Bob. It isn't until much later, though,
that he has an imaginary conversation with his dead father.
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In it he says, " ••• lim going to study medicine.••• n p.
237 He also vows to become a better student so that he will'
get into medical school.
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
Luke becomes involved in this developmental task
after the service station he works at is robbed. He sus-
pects that his old friend, Butch, was involved in the
robbery and wonders what to do about his suspicions.
'1hat was he going to do? In case Butch was involved,
could he shield him without risking charges as an
accomplice himself? He didn't know much about the law,
had never figured on any entanglement with it, though
everyone knew how common it was for teen-agers these'
days to encounter it in one way O~ another. p. 171
He is even concerned about the welfare of those
who robbed him.
Something in their faces and voices made him wonder if'
they weren't high. He thought about it after they l d
gone speeding up the highway to Baysboro, half hoping
they'd .get pinched before something worse happened. p 148
Acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a· guide
to behavior
Luke has a bout with this particular task ~ediately
after the fire. He feels responsible for it because he
was Stlpposed to have repaired ·the heater which blew up
causing the fire. "If this don't cure me of putting things
off, I don't know what could. 1t p. 105
•
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Later when he's thinking of marrying Milo and giving
up any plans he had for the future,
An uneasy suspicion settled over him that he was a
weak character. He could see him~elf leading a tread-
mill existence day in and day out like his father,
working for somebody else, growing used to it and not
minding any more than Hen~y Sawyer. p. 110
Hila Colman, Diary of a Frantic Kid Sister (New York:
Pocket Books, 1973).
Achieving new and more mature relationships \dtha~e-~ates;
of both sexes
Sarah Grinnell learns to establish more mature rela-
tionships with two age-mates in particular. She forms a'
friendship with Millie, a social isolate, because she dis-
covers that they have intellectual compatibility. Millie
is artistic through her drawings and her love for art,
while Sarah's artistic endeavors are in the area of creative
writing. This similar interest .cements their relationship
despite the fact that Millie is completely rejected by the
rest of her peers. Sarah ignores the usual adolescent
peer group and family pressure t~ remain her friend.
Sarah fo~s a mature, although not a sexual relation-
ship, with a member of the opposite sex, Howard. It's
difficu1t for her to convince he~ friends, Mutsie and Millie J
as 'well as her family members that Howard is ~ a.boyfriend
but rather a friend who is a boy.
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~futsie asked if I like Howard. "Sure I do, II I told her.
Then she started again about my having a rtboy friendt1 •
Shets six months older than I am, and she's silly when
it comes to boys. She doesn't understand that Howard is
a friend, not a "boy friend". I think Mutsie pretends
to be more grown up than she is. I wish she didn't.
p. 42
TwO' of the sentences in the above quote also show
that she has a perception about her friends that is quite
mature. Her maturity in this regard is also expressed in her
statements about why she likes Howard•
• • • because he's not silly. Hets very serious and he
knows a lot. He can also be funny. p. 83
• • • because he doesn't talk about nature but you
know he feels it. He doesn't keep saying this or that
is. beautiful, but you can tell by his silence that he
feels it inside, the way I do. And he knows the names
of all the birds, too. p. 103
Achieving a masculine or feminine sex role
Her relationship with Howard also. reflects an emer-
ging recognition of the difference between the sexes and
therefore some recognition of her feminine role.
It is a bit of a strain being with a boy because you
cannot say the same things to him that you would
to a girl friend like Millie or Mutsie. It must be
very trying to live with someone of the opposite sex
when you 1 re not used to it. p. 107
She also begins to show a glimmer of knowledge about
a sexual relationship as a result of her friendship with
Howard and the. reflection it'prompts her to undergo.
11hat does it mean if a boy 1I1ikes you"?
funny feeling as if I was supposed to.do
about it but I don't.know what. p. 33
It gave me a
something
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I don't know anything about boys. Everyone talks about
sex but no one actual1~y tells you anything. If everyone
in the world has intercourse and everyone gets born the
same way, I don't understand why it is kept such a
secret. It' s ,.."ild. My motl1cr says she' 11 tell me any~
thing I want to know about sex, but she gets a funny
look when she eve..l mentions the subject, so I know she
doesn't want to talk about it. I can't imagine being
naked in front of a boy, much less intercourse. p. 52
Accepting one's physique and uSing one's body effectively
Sarah reaches physical maturity as marked by the
onset of her first menstrual period. She describes her
feelings at the time.
• • • I felt terrific and excited. I guess Ilm a
woman now. It does make me feel different--like I've
gone over to the other side. But 'I'm still me, Sarah
Grinnell. Sex female, height five feet, weight 105
pounds, dark hair, hazel eyes, olive complexion. Me,
a person who wrote a play. p. 114
She makes other discoveries about herself, as well.
These are in the area of a general self-acceptance rather
~an of an acceptance of her p~ical body.l
I liked being alone. I couldn't believe it. I was
suddenly discovering something fantastic--that I never
had to be afraid just because I was alone.' Like lId
always be with me, if you know what 'I mean. I'd always
have my own thoughts. I felt like I suddenly found
a friend in myself. That sounds cuckoo, but it's the
way I felt. p. 48.
lHavighurst alludes to the inclusion of general self-
acceptance under this developmenta1 task.
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Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
Sarah's first assertion of .her independence -occurs
when her sister, Didi, is trying to convince her parents
that she should not count Millie as one of her friends. Her
retort is, "You're all disgusting. I don't care about
~Iilliels parents, and I don't care if nQbody likes her. I
do. II p. 22
Later, she begins to tell her family while at the
dinner table, that she's made very definite plans for her
spring vacation from school. She tells them,
11 I \'1ant to have time to myself. I want to sleep late--
Itll make my own breakfast, Mom, don't worry--go out
when I ,want, come home when I want--oh, not late· at
night, but eat when I want, read when I want. I don't
want to live on a schedule. 1f p. 65
The ultimate gesture is made toward independence
while the family is in a psychiatrist's office. Sarah's
mother has suffered a 1fnervous breakdown" l-lhich is attrib-
uted to her feelings of guilt toward'her two daughters.
She feels that she's not doing enough for them--that .they
can't count on her. When the psychiatrist turns to Sarah
to find out her reaction to this revelation, she says,
n ••• I loved Mom the way she was, that I didn't have to
count on her. I just wanted to feel close." p. 78
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
Sarah begins to see inequalities in her society.
She writes in her diary that,
It is hard to believe that people are starving (I
,~onder what it feels like to have nothing to eat?) and
tl1at people are fighting and killing each other. I hope
there are no more wars when I grow up. p. 39
Her grar\clnlotiher helps in her discovery of these
inequities \V-llen sile tal<es Sarah along to the day-care center
in which she is a volunteer worker. Sarah makes the following.
observation 'vI1 she's there,
Grandma says it breaks her 11eart to see the liomes they
[the kids at the day-care center] go back to. I think
things should be evened up more. I read in the paper
about some woman who bougll.t a diamond for $450, 000'. What
'will she do witl1. it? It's disgusting. p. 60
Sarah reflects her idealism in regard to the equal
distribution of the world's wealth through a play she's
writing fo,r her creative writing project atachool. The
play is a modernization of the Cinderella story with a
few changes as well as up-dates. She finally decides to
end it with,
.... she could talk the prince,' who's a good guy,
into leaving the palace, dividing,up all the riches among
the people, and to go and live with her ,in a· little
cottage. p. 113
l\cquirine; a set of' values ,and an ethical' system as a guide
to behavior
Sarah has developed a s'trong sense of horlesty which
stands up under pressure from her best friend, Millie'.
Millie wants Sarah to join her in stealing small items
from the local dime store. Sarah sticks to her convictions
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with an emphatic, IIItll buy it. I won't steal it." p. 63
Louise Tanner, Reggie and Nilma (New York: Avon Books,
1971) •
. Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
both sexes
Tony and Kim had counted their maid's son, Reggie,
as one of their closest friends for most of their lives.
Their ,relat~onship begins to show the wearing results of
a friendship that crosses color and class lines when they
are in their middle teens. It is at this point that the
pressures of society make them aware of their differences.
They resist these pressures until it is discovered that
their apartment is being burglarized by someone who has a
key. Reggie is suspected and is questioned by the police.
He can never forgive Tony and Kim for not standing by him.
His personality changes in a way that reflects the
bitterness he feels about the lack of trust showed him.
Kim acc~pts the change philosophically and optimistically
as reflected by her statement to Reggie's mother, Nilma.
"Reggie's going through a bad time, ••• but he'll survive" .
just the way Tony and I have. 'vait and see. II p. 166 She
is unable to close her eyes to the, changes she observed in
Reggie. Later she admits, ttThe hot tears were. about to
start down my cheeks. I no longer knew Reggie." p. 181.
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She is finally able to reconcile herself to these
changes that have caused Reggie to reject her friendship
later when she reflects l nVlhen"you really understand any-
onels hangups, it's hard to blame them for anything they
say.n p. 189.
Achieving a masculine or feminine sex role
Kim has been a tomboy and associated exclusively
with Tony and Reggie. She played football in the streets
with them, climbed fire escapes with them, fished with them,
and played poker with them. Her only concession to the
fact that there is any difference between them because of
their sex is, "Ilve noticed something about boys: They
always feel good when they're explaining something to some~
one else." p. 156
Achieving emotional independence from-parents and other
adults
Tony, who is seventeen and two _years older than Kim,
acts as a spokesman for their assertions of independence.
The two of them are continually at odds with their mother.
The differences center around the middle class values she
holds such as, no girl can become a .lady- unless she attends
dancing school. Kim objects and Tony comes to her support.
At the end of the debate, Mother says,
"You are nice children, ••• It's too bad I always
seem to be l)attling with you. 11
"It hasn't actually been a fight," said Tony. flItts
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like a meaningful international dialogue. You're wrong
and you know it as well as I do, but it has given
me some insight into the whole gamut of archaic motiva-
tions." p. 77
Mother concedes to the fact that Tony, at least, has
achieved independence - from her wi'th Kim I s. relation of this
incident.
Next he asked that the passbook where his Christmas
money had been piling up for years be put in his own
name so that he· could make withdrawals without Mom's
consent. The summer after, when he worked for a while
in the stock room of a publishing house, all was lost.
"I've lost my last hold over you," Mom said. p. 73
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
The most important aspect of Tony and Kim's social
responsibility lies in the area of acceptance of peop~e of
different race or socio-economic class. They are, in many
'-lays, more willing to accept these differences than the
adults in their neighborhood. Kim, in speaking about a
remark made by one of her neighbors about the fact that
she and Reggie- were playing ball together is illustrative-
of the point.
Already I hated her. That crack about black as the ace
of spades really bugged me. Reggie was Tonyts and my
best friend and people were always making remarks about
him as if he weren't in the room. p. 17
At the death.of Martin Luther King, Harlem becomes'
to
an armed camp. The book describes New York as being two
cities at this time--one white and the-other black. The
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waitress at a restaurant which Tony, Kim and their mother
go to at tllis time vocalizes tl'le tension in' the city. Kim's
recognition of Tony1s response reflects their attitudes.
If It l",as brave of you to come out witIl all those animals
loose. They say they1re going to dynamite all the
bridges and tunnels."
Tony started to say something. We ordered up fast, be-
fore he could straighten her out about the Fallacy in
her Basic Premise. p. 90
Much later, Kim reflects her philosophy about social
interaction. "God, I hate people who kick other people
around, ••• " p. 125
Tony and Kim have another area of social concern--
the many drug users they observe. Tony's comment about
this is,
There are a lot of stoned kids walking around. They
scare hell out of the tourists--though basically what
scares me about them is that they look so sad. p. 170
ACquiring a set of values and ethical system as a guide
t:o behavior
The false values of the adult society around them
cause Tony and Kim to reevaluate the values they consider
'\'/oI"th holding. Kim wonders if she should have told Reggie
a "little white lieU to protect him from the hurt he felt
as a result of being suspected of burglarizing their home.
to
She asks her mother's opinion about it with the additional
comment, tlBe serious, :f\fom. Because it' s impo~tant. I've
always been totally honest. I mean, basic~lly that's what




"You might l<:id him along \~ith some comforting myth in
the interest of 'propping up his personality', as you
put it. Then after that, you might even conveniently
forget tllat you had ever doubted Reggie. And a few
years from now, when the lie comes so easily that'it's
almost second-nature and you hardly notice it--then,
baby, people \-liIl 1001<: at you and call you grownup. n
My lip started to tremble. "But, Mom, Tony and I would
rather ~ than learn to live that way.1I p. 186
Tony's retelling of his experience with drugs re-
fleets his system of values as well as the knowledge he
gained from' the experience. He is objective in his statements
in that regard.
"''lhen you smoke \~ith someone you feel very close, and
when you're really grooving, it seemed that we almost
had telepathy•••• If l'd left it at that, lid have
been okay. l-Iy mistake was to go on to acid. If p. 168
And, "It's a bad scene, Kim. For God's sal<.e when you're
old enough don't try it•••• It's so goddamn stupid. n
Patricia Windsor, The Summer Before (New York: Dell
Publishing Company, 1973).
Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
1.)0'.-,1'1 sexes
Apple Alex Sandy Alexandra Appleton 1 s, best friend
is Bradley. They have an exceptionally close relationship--
so close that Alex describes it in this w~y"
Do, you believe.. in fate? E.S.P.? There I was, standing
in the street in front of Haight1s .feeling absolutely
like I wanted to see Bradley more than anything else in
the world. And there was Bradley. p. 101
Mother is not so well pleased with this relationship as is
Alex.
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It All right, If my mother signs. 'She thinks a girl should
have girl friends. It doesn.t make sense to her that
Bradley is my best friend. live known Bradley practic-
ally my whole life. When I was a kid, my mother used
to· make a joke out of calling me a tomboy, and she'd
laugh about me and Bradley always riding our bikes to-
gether or climbing trees. But lately her attitude is
different. She .seems worried that Bradley 'and I spend
so. much time together. If I'm going to have a friend
that's a boy she wants it.to be formal. p~ 87
The only other friendship Alex has oCQurs after
Bradley's death. lVhen she is released from the mental,in-
stitution, Jazz ,suddenly starts appearing at her home. 'Un-,
fortunately, Jazz ,is hanging around Ale~ 'in hopes of ,find-
ing out'something about her relationship with Bradley, his
death, and her experiences in the institution. Alex recog-
nizes the insecure foundation for their false friendship.
She says, ,"Itve grown used to her, like a canker sore in
my mouth. Maybe because I feel guilty about not needing
he~ services. • • • as a crazy-sittecl1 p. 75 Later, she
says of their friendship,
I suddenly didnlt know if Jazz and I were going, to re-'
main friends. It was like we didn't fit together any
more. • • • I could "feel the bond already broken. We
didn't need each other anymore. p. 178
Achieving a masculine or feminine sex role
AlexIs friendship with Bradley develops into love by
the time they're seventeen. The transition takes place..
slowly. They had been cavorting in the woods and decided
to take a swim. Without considering their sex' differences,
they swim naked. Afterwards, Alex says"
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've had been together, naked, in the middle of the forest,
and it lvas tIle most natural thing in the world. They
would never believe we could do something like that and
not make a big sex scene out of it. p. 49
Their relationship grows increasingly away from
friendship toward love.
We are so close together, I can feel his shape from top
to bottom and yet he is hardly leaning toward me. And I
hardly kno\-l \~hat I am thinl{ing, except that the' close-
ness of him is so different from any other nearness, the
smell of his hair, the salty scent.of his skin so different
from- the Bradley apart from me. • • • "We better go, II he'--
\'lhispers. • • • 've are once'. again apart. Bradley. Alex-
andra. Two strangers arranging their clothes. Two
friends again. • • ~ p. 96
and closer,
He put his hands on my shoulders and leaned over and
kissed me. Not a kiss from a time before,.not sloppy,
nonsensica~, fooling around smoochings, but the way we
should have touched at Sugar Creek. p. ·113
and closer, "I lie here and wonder if·B~adley and I will
have premarital s~ual relations. Not here, of course, but
someday, some\'1here, soon. 11 p.127 Until ultimately,
And now I'keep asking myself what makes one human being
love another. I can find no logical explanation for the.
way my·mind and body are suddenly existing only in rela-
tion to Bradley. It is the most complicated, mysterious,
inexplicable thing in the world, this fact that I love
him beyond everything, in a totality that confounds and
ovefwhelms me. He is my world. p. 128.
With the realization that they are in love, they
are led to a near act of love •
..
uDo you want to?" he asIts me.
'.' I don I t know. 11 '. • • I don I t need everything so fast
anymore, •••. we can take our time and love each other
slowly,as slowly as Bradley turns toward me and l<isses
me, and something happe~ing 'but not everything not com-
pletely. p. 1~7
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Alex comes to some mature realization in regard to
what love is all about. lilt's not sex that's so impor-
tant. Itls holding someone and being held." p. 167
Her parents I attitude toward the incident at Sugar
Creek is one of suspicion. They are unwilling to believe
that nothing came of a boy and girl being together in 'the
nude. Alex is unable to understand the anger the incident
has provoked because, of course, she knows that there wasn't
anything more to it.
"!hat did I do? Is touching forbidden? Do I get a life
sentence for feeling love? . Are they going to tie me up
in the electric chair and punish me with dying for wanting
to be held? p. 103
Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
Alex collapses after Bradley's death. 'Vhen she is
released from the hospital, her mother reverts to being
stiflingly protective of her little girl. Finally, the great
day arl"ives l'{hen s11e ]~()·ts Alex go out for a walk. "For the
first time since I've been home from the hospital, my mother
let me go out alone. t1 p. 21
AlexIs frustration with her confinement explodes when
she demands to know when she",ll be allowed to return to school.
"I think I'm entitled to know something,"
~Of course you are, dear, ••• of course you're entitled
to know. 11
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She puts her hand on my anm and I feel sorry for her.
I feel a million years older than my mother. I feel
like I l m the mother. p. 74
During the summer before Bradley's death, the two
of them decided to run away to a commune in search of their
independence. TI1.e commune was aptly' called New Life.
Achieving assurance of econom~c independenc~
"lliile she was packing for the trip'to New Life,
The last thing I put into my knapsacl<: ,~as my money. I
went to the bank this afternoon andwithdrew some from my
savings account. -. • • I'm not supposed to withdraw
money from my savings account. It's being saved for
college. p. 115
Alex had earned the money that she was saving for college
by babysitting for the Jaffes. "I sit for them a lot iri
the winter, usually on Friday and Sa,~urday nights·, when
they go out to dinner parties." p. 105
Acquiring a set of values and ethical system as a &Hide to
behavior
Alex and her parents have conflicting values. Alex
believes in sincerity and is disappointed in her parents
b~cause,
Adults make a lot of insincere gestures. ~ly parents,-
for instance, will make a big fuss about inviting some-
one over and giving him drim<s and asking if everything's
okay and thenxheylll sit there with smiles glued on
their faces and the moment the person leaves they launch
into an attack on how ~pposible it is to get along with
h~ and how boring he-is and how, they hope.they 1 ll never
have to see him agai~, etc., etc., etc. ,p. 17
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She thinks this insincerity is also reflected in their re-
a~tion to the Sugar Creek in~ident.
The real reason my parents are so upset is becaus.e
theY're worried about what other people thiru<. It
seems like all their opinions are based on what the
neighbors think. I'd like to know what -they would say
if there were no neighbors. I'd like to know if they
really care one way or the other, deep down, inside them-
selves. p. 104
She reflects a complete rejection of their hyprocrisy later
with her statement,
I'm not sure of anything. It's like I have no 0p1n10n.
I.wonder where I,ever heard the story, in the-first place.
All my opinions are my mother's and father1s, all my fac~s
belong to them. And a lot of them are wrong, based on
preconceived notions of the world, misrepresentations of
life. I promise myself never to say anything again until
I'm sure it's something from within me alone. Something
I know about, not something I heard.' p. 123
Her beliefs about materialism are illustrated by,
ttl realize that possessions don't matter. You ~an always
buy new stuff. You can always ,replace the accoute~ents of
1ife. fI p. 115
And finally, her determination about a supreme being
is mixed with Bradleyts philosophy.
I guess I believe in God. I mean, I l m not overly re~
ligious or anything but ltd like to thiw( there was
somebody or something around in the end. It's a kind
of horrible and lonely feeling to think that absolutely
nothing exists out there. Bradley believes that the
human race hasn't even come. close to what ,I s really going
on in the universe. He'believes in more than God which
l1e says is just a---t;itle, a name, a word. He believes in
a universal super-something that we can1t even begin to
imagine with our small brains. That's okay. with me, as
long as there's something. p. 197
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Edith Maxwell, Just Dial A Number (New York: Pocket
Books, 1971).
Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
both sexes
Cathy is the high school dean's daughter. Because
of it, she is in an awkward position when it comes to finding'
friends at school. Some of her classmates consider her
to be an untouchable' because they fear their extra curricu-
lar activities will get back to her father through her.
The other faction considers her'to be a valuable asset in
their search for social prestige. As.a result J she wears
a facade mo~ded by her social position and her family so .
tha~ she is able to have friends.
One of the friends who is' using her as a stepping
stone to status ,is Todd. He knows that befriending and
dating Cathy will help him to get a good recommendation
for the college he wants to attend after graduation this
year. In an effort to hang on to Todd, Cathy does and
says only those' things that she thinks will please h~. It
is this need to please Todd that causes her to go along with
his suggestion of making a prank phone call. She is just
to dial a num~er pnd say ,her one line from the senior play
with all the conviction·she had earlier that night on stage~
She does, wi-th d,isastrous results.
It's a long time coming, but Cathy finally does rea-
lize that Todd is unworthy of her friendship. Now that she
is aware that he's been'using her she starts to act herself.
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With a shock she realized that this was the first time
she'd said something to Todd that was unplanned, honest,
with no thought as to how it would sound. It just
slipped out. p. 51
The other couple involved with Todd and Cathy at the
time of the phone call is Deedee and Paul. Paul begins to
gravitate toward Cathy and away from Deedee after the in-
cident. They begin to realize that they have compatible
feelings about the call and its results. Deedee comes to
Cathy to try to convince her that Paul belongs to her.
Afterwards, Cathy,
had always thought people wanted to be decent and happy,
without getting in each other's way. But one person's
hopes seem to spillover, get tangled up with another's
so there was always a winner and always a loser. Or so
it seemed. God help us all, winners and losers alike,
Cathy thought.
That is when she gave up.
"Deedee, I swear, no matter what happens, I'll never
hurt anybody again, ever." p. 118
Accepting one's physique and using one's body effectively
Cathy comes to self-realization after two people
had been killed resulting from the prank telephone call that
she made. "As the days went by, Cathy reached the point
where she realized she would never get over the whole thing,
but she might, she just might learn to live'with it." p. 147
Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
Even tho~gh Cathy is a high school senior, she has
never really· asse'rted her independence. . She finally gets
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the opportunity to do so. She is informed that she has
been accepted at a college in Virginia. She knows that
leaving home will result in changes in her life.
She wondered how much difference ~ being Dean Shorer's
daughter would make. • • • She would be on her own,
people would like or dislike her for herself••••
No, she could be her own self in Virginia. She
wouldn't have to be anything big or great. p. 79
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
Cathy takes responsibility for her own actions and
their results.
~ had done it. Her innocent little joke, her showing
off in front of Todd and the others, had caused the death
of two people. A sickening picture crossed her mind.
Two people • • • the car • • • the concrete wall at the
underpass. p. 37
She is unable to stop "hearing that woman screaming over the
phone. What a cruel thing, ~o scare, someone lik~ that.
Whoever the woman was, Cathy hoped she'd forgive her." p. 24
Her friends try to placate her and to salve the open
wound of guilt she has.
Cathy kept her eyes focused on her lap because she
thought that might· be the best 'way to keep from being
sick. Finally she found her voice, and she was surprised
because it was so calm.
"Do you kids· believe what Todd said about it not being
my fault?"· p. 33
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Richard Peck, Through a Brief Darkness (New York: Avon
Books" ,1973).
Accepting one's physique and using one's body effectively
Karen's mother is dead. Her father is careful to
keep her far away from him in fashionable boarding schools
i .. ;~
during the school year and camps in the summer~ She seeS
the o~y'remaining part of her'family, her fat~er" so in-
fr~quently that when she sees him at the time she's fourteen
she says" "Do I look different, Daddy? ••• I'm developing
a figure, sort of." p. 15
She is led to self-realization and a realistic view
of her family situation after she's been kidnapped and
taken to Europe. She learns that her father is a very
influential syndicate boss and that her captors are his
competitors.' She seeks out the only person she knows in
England to help her to escape. Jay is a childhood friend
to whom she says, II • • • YoU're looking for freedom.
trying to find a family that doesn't exist. Maybe we're
booth just trying to find ourselves. 11 p. 95'
After having survived the ordeal of a kidnapping,
an escape from the kidnappers, and a return to her badly
burned, hospitali~ed father she tells Jay.
n • • • All those things that were so sure and important
to that. little boarding~school girl I used to be are
all meaningless now, I don't.think Itll fit in with all
those prep-school types any more. They haven't found
out yet that they're going to have to grow up." p. 110
Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
Because she's been alone so much of her life, Cathy
had learned early "how to handle herself, to protect her-
self, though she didn't quite know who she was." p. 14
Later, when Jay suggests they seek help from his parents
in their efforts to escape from England and the kidnappers,
she is the first to realize that getting help from them is
a mistake. She explains to Jay, "They haven't got the
solution•• • • Parents hardly ever do. I've been on my own
10ng enough to know that." p. 69
A bogus telegram arrives for her supposedly from
her father. She discovers that it is false.
She was getting along fine, of course, She always
had. She'd learned her lessons in independence thoroughly.
And yet_maybe he [her father] needed her. For the first
time in their lives. p. 48
Cathy comes to the realization that she always has
been and always will be self-sufficient. She remembers
a t~e when she wasn't quite so sure of it.
How hard she'd tried to callout then, hoping someone
would hear~-a boy who'd hardly existed for her then-~
a father who could never dare to exist for her at all.
She'd never be lonely like that again, and she knew it.
She'd learned to be stronger than that. p. 123
•
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John Minahan. Jeremy (New York: Bantam Books, 1973).
Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
both sexes
Jeremy begins to develop a more mature relation-
ship with Susan. He is, until the time he accidently dis-
covers her, a loner who isolates himself from other~ through
personal choice resu1ting from insecurity. After having
seen Susan, he makes an effort to get to know her even
though he describes himself as having a basic fear of girls.,
I saw her often enough around school, I made it a point
to find out where and when her classes.were, and a few
times when we passed in the corridors our e.yes met. That
was fine for a start and I didn't feel as nervous as I
had, thinking that I had to call her and go through the
whole thing of asking her for a date. p. 29
Once he has finally established contact with Susan,
their relationship is quickly enhanced. On their first
date he says, "I wanted to learn everything I could about
her all at once•••• " p. 54
Later, he tells his only other friend and his confi-
\
dant, " Ralphy, I swear to God ••• it's like everything
I've ever read. My head's like spinning around. I'm just
in love." p. 59
Achieving a masculine or feminine sex role
Jeremy is quite aware of the fact that he's mascu-
line. His shy personality inhibits him from actually
participating in a mascuiine role for a time •.
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••• I don't think it was so unusual that at fifteen I
hadn't yet shown an active interest in girls. That's not
to say they didn't turn me on. They did, especially the
girls at school. But they always seemed to hang out in
groups, at least the ones my age, and that autwnn they
all looked about the same to me, probably because most
of them dressed alike and' almost a11 of them had long
hair. They tended to blur together. In retrospect, I
think I was mostly attracted to the idea of girls. It
was pleasant to watch them'and to entertain the usual
harmless fantasies. p. 15
It is his relationship with Susan that leads him to
acceptance of his masculine ,role. In describing the'
sexual desires she provokes in him he says,
TIl.e images 'would come anyway, again and again, and Susan
would be there, looking lovely and happy, in sometimes
elaborate situations and dialogues, and I would make con-
centrated efforts not to think about her; sometimes, in
desperation, I would ask God for'help. p. 31
Their relationship progresses. Ultimately, they
have a sexual experience. Afterwards, Jeremy is replaying
the episode in his mind.
I, tried to remember exactly how that felt, that sudden
punch in your stomach when someone you love says it to
you for the first time. And to recall how it felt to dis-
cover her whole body for the first time, to touch gently,
to know that it was all right to do that and not something,
to be embarrassed about or ashamed about or to feel guilty
about doing. p. 92
Accepting one's physique and using one's body effectively
Jeremy learns to accept· himself despite the fact that
his own 'description is, "I felt that I was just plain unattrac-
tive. I wore heavy glasses, I was painfully shy, awkward as
hell, •. • ." p'.IS He also accepts the fact that hi's cello
is the only outlet for'his self-expression. "When Itm
playing my music, I'm me." p. 13
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. Selecting and preparing for an occupation
Jeremy has already selected his occupation as a
'cellist and has been preparing for it. He attends the
School for PerfonDing Arts in New York City. 'Vhen he.
finishes there he says I "I I d like to go to Juilliard • •.• n
p. 54
He rationalizes his occupational plans .with,
It ••• I know who I'd like to be. I'd like to be a
great musician. Music is the only time I feel like I'm
me, you know? Not like my parents' little boy or some
kid going to .school, I mean I feel like a whole person.
• • • f1 p. 55
Acquiring a set of values and ethical system as a guide
to' behavior
It is quite obvious from his story that Jeremy be-
lieves that premarital sex is an acceptable practice provided
two people love each other, even if it is not directly
stated in the book. His actions and reactions can lead
the reader to no other conclusion. His attitude 'towardS
other ~exual behavior is also quite liberal. After having
lost the battle with himself over masturbation he rational- .
ized the act with,
Someone, anyone, should have had the courage in this
day and age to tell me the truth: that neither my
parents, nor my religion, nor my God really held that
there was anything shameful or di~ty or dishonorable
about such a personal physical fact as masturbation and
there was no need for repentance of any kind. Someone
should have told me that it was merely a necessary part
of my transition to·maturi~y. p. 31
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Carol Beach York, Takers and Returners (Nashville, Tenn.: '
Temple Books, 1973).
Achieving new and more ma~ure relations with age-mates of
both sexes
Ellen, Kitty, Cam, Julian, and Andy are spending
another dull summer at their lake homes. The basis for
their friendship is that Kitty, Ellen and Cam are siblings.
The other two boys are in close proximity, so they, too,
are members of "the group. They are all in early adoles-
cence.
At Julian's suggestion of a new game that·he calls
Takers and Returners, the five bre~k up into two teams.
Julian and Cam comprise the membership of one; Kitty,
Ellen and Andy are the other, Now the basis for their
realtionship becomes competition. Ellen says of her team,
"lve were as brave and smart as Julian and Cam. And we were
going to prove it to them. It p. 37
Andy had always been on the fringes of the little
group. Yet, he proves to be an invaluable asset to Ellen's
team by being brave enough to scale up to the roof of
their house to steal the weather vane, perched atop it.
Ellen's and Julian's families are away from town while
Andy is performing his duty. Ellen expresses her concern
'for him. "My main concern was still for Andy 'Foster getting
up and down that ladder safely. fI p,. 50 The accomplish-
ment of this feat causes Ellen to think,
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I was glad I'd chosen him first. It was the first time
anybody ever had. It seemed to have made up to him for·
all the times the other boys had laughed at him for
being slow and fat, for all the times we had let him just
hang around with us without caring one way or another
whether he was there or not. p. 109
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
The objects of their new game are to steal some item
that would surely be missed by its owner, remain·undis-
covered as the thieves, and give the item to the opposite
team so that they can retu~n it again without discovery.
Ellen expresses social concern in trying to decide
what items she and her team-mates should steal. One
suggestion her team made was to take a pie that wa~ cooling
in a neighbor's window. Her answer was, "We couldn't do
that • • • That would be a 'dirty trick. 'It' s probably for
their supper tonight. n p. 43 Another suggestion was to
steal her mother's crystal punch bowl. Kitty had hoped
they could win the game with this theft because the boys
would certainly be unable to return it in one piece. At
this, Ellen says, "It all sounded so heartless to me,
somehow I felt depressed, ••• n. p. 71
The game is' brought abruptly to an end with neither
..".
team winning. Julian 'and Cam had stolen a neighbor's c8,r
from the garage khowing they would certainly foil Ellen's
team since none of them would be able to return it. After
all, they couldn't drive. Ellen's team stole Sammy, a
neighbor's dog. They knew Julian could never return S~y
because he'd be bitten if he ever attempte~ to get close
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to the dog. Andy is the only child in the area that
Sammy will let near h~.
Disaster is the only word to describe the re~ults
of these thefts. Sammy is run over by the car that is being
returned. TIle car is smashed, and Sammy is killed.'
All of the Takers and Returners take resp~nsibility
for their "acts and know, as Ellen says, "We had to pay,
all of us kids, for the damage to the car. But there was
no amount of money that could bring Sammy back. If p. 156
Zoa Sherburne, Leslie (New York: Xerox Education Pub-
lications, 1972).
Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
Leslie's mother is divorced. The two of them
live alone. There are times when Leslie considers leaving
her mother-to go away to college but,
• • • her mother needed her. With Leslie gone her life
would be without hope or direction. Sometimes she felt
years older than her mother, for she had always under-
stood that her mother had to feel needed. p. 19
Desiring and achieving socially responsible ,behavior
Leslie goes out with Chip for the first time. lie'
takes her to a coffee house in the village where she is
initiated to smoking pot. On their way home Chip's car
hits a pedestrian. Leslie wants him to stop, but he re-
fuses. Two days later, she reads that the man was killed.
She pleads with Chip to go with her to the authorities.
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"But a man died! A mean with a wife and two children
died. Don I t you even care about that? It • '. • He I s afraid,
she told herself. He's scared to death be~ause he knows
there is no way he can k~ep me from going to the police
if I want to • • • "I think we should go ~ight down and.
tell the police everything. we know." p. 73·
Chip~s lack of responsibility to his fellows is
contrasted with Leslie's strong obligations in that regard.
He does figure out a way 'by which he can keep Leslie from
going to the police. At first he tells her that he'll
simply deny it. She was, after all, stoned; so she hallu-
cinated the incident. His argument doesn't deter her de-
termination. He, therefore, plants drugs in her apartment
and gives her enough' of a do~e of L.S.D. to send her to the'
'hospital in an effort to discredit her.
ACquiring a set of values and ethical sy~tem as a guide
to behavior
Despite Leslie's previous comment, "I jus~ don't,
have the guts to do what I think is right, • .• • It p. 96
Her ethical system prevails. She does go to the police,
and Chip gets the punishment he deserves.
No~a Klein, Mom The Wolf Man and Me (New York: Avon
Books, 1972).
to
Accepting one's physique and using one's body effectively
Brett and her mother are alone, too. Mother is
terribly unorthodox--she's never been married and lives a
hippie kind of life. Brett has learned to accept her
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circumstances and herself. In fact, she's quite happy with
~he way she and her mother are. She doesn't want her
mother ever to marry. Then the Wolf Man comes into their
lives.
Brett described herself. "My face is okay, but •••
all my features are very ~ig, and my hair is the kind that
always flops allover the place, whether its short or
long. Even Mom says I'm not beautiful." p. 28 She
proves to be more perceptive than her eleven years should
allow when she says, "I'm not shy. People somet~es think
I am because I don't always talk that much. But that's
not the same as a shy person who wants to talk but feels
ftJA~r.y about it. ft p •. 113
Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
Brett has always been allowed to be relatively
independent and yet she says,
I enjoy going places by myself in New York, especially
when it's something unexpected, ••• I used to' pre-
tend I was running away, but lately I just pretend I'm
grown-up and can do whatever I 1ike., p. 139
Kin Platt, Chloris and the Creeps' (New York: Dell Pub-
lishing Company, ~973).
Accepting one's physique and using one's body effectively
Chloris calls anyone who disagrees with her a creep.
But the biggest creeps of all are her mother's bC?yfriends.
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She is convinced that her dead father can never be
replaced.. She ignores the fact that he mistreated her
mother, her sister and herself, divorced her mother and
neglected the two girls, and ended his life by shooting
himself. In her eyes, he's Superman-~perfectionpersonified.
Her mother does eventually marry, however. ·Fidel
Mancha wants to adopt the two girls, as well. The younger
daughter, Jenny, loves him and would like to be his daugh-
-
ter. Chloris refuses to accept his overtures towards her
sister and herself. She convinces Jenny to tell them she
will not be adopted. "It was the first time I ever really
felt like a ,creep," Jenny said afterward. p. 91
Chloris finally begins to face reality as a result
of psychotherapy. She begins to see that her father was
not Superman, and she begins to accept Fidel. Jenny says,
"It was okay after that. All of a sudden Fidel Mancha
had two new daughters, one eight and three-quarters, the
other eleven going on twelve." p. 156·
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
Fidel, in his role as adoptive father, helps Jenny
to social awareness.
"This is ·a very good country," he said, "but some
people are not so lucky. To be born the. wrong color is
a big mistake."
tlBut that's not fair," I said. "They canlt.help it."
p. 62
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Donald Honig, Dynamite (New York: Berkley Publishing-
Corporation, 1971).
ACquiring a set of values and ethical system as a guide
to behavior
Buddy says of his friend, "If·I ever got into a jam,
I knew Alex Cramer would do anything he could to help me.
He was the most loyal and dependab+e friend you could
want. " p. 19 With this, the conflict w·ithin Buddy is to
be loyal to Alex in seeking revenge against the U. S. Army
or to abide by his value system which abhors illegality.
Alex thinks his brother has been unjustly punished by the
anmy. He plans to call attention to the injustice by
damaging an a~y fort with dynamite that he intends to
steal. Buddy is convinced that he must help Alex in these
plans in order to remain a loyal friend.
On the way back home from stealing the dynamite, the
four-boys are stopped for speeding. B~ddy comments,
I think it was right then, the minute the state trooper
stopped us, and for the rest of the ride home, that I
realized we were getting tied into something crazy and
dangerous. It was brave and well -meant, but that didn't;
make it sensible. p. 50
Buddy finally decides to tell Alex that he will not
go along with thec'rest of the plan to use the dynamite. He
feels guilty about having made this decision, but he finally
rationalizes it with, "And then I told myself it; wasn't be-
Cal..Lse I was flfraid, but that· a judgment bet,ween right and
wrong llacl to l)e made. It p. 58
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He is worried abou~ Alex and his insistance on
carrying out his plan despite the fact t~at Buddy, and now
Kell, have refused to help him with it. Buddy vacillates
between going to the authorities and trying to stop ·Alex
himself.
How could I tell the police, inform on a friend? For
one thing, I would have to tell the whole story,- and
that would include not just Alex and Maxie, but Kell
and me, too. 've had been in on part of it, stealing
dynamite. That meant we'd all go to jail together.
But there was something else, too. What if Kell was
right and Alex didn1t go through with it? ••• Telling
the police would open up an awful lot of ,cages. p. 64
He does not go to the authorities. He and Kell
manage to trace Alex to Fort Milford where they know he's
going to use ,tl:Le dynamite. Again, he I s torn between informing
the fort authorities about Alex or not. fl •• • I hate to
say it, but the sma_c~ thing to do would be to call them
and put them on the alert." p. 112
Kell and Buddy are able to stop Alex and convince
him ~tll<;rt he wouldn l t be helping his brother ,by dynamiting the
fort.· They get him to scrap the plan and return home·wiih
them.
• • • Alex said he had an idea for the dynamit,e. 've
would leave it in a,certain place along the road here,
then make an anonymous phone call to the police and tell
them \",here it wa~,. They would know how to dispose of it.
p. 126
And so, they get· rid of the stolen dynamite. They return
home without having done any damage and, no one is the
wis(~r. 'boys are the only ones "Vlho ever know arlything
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Kin Platt, Hey, Dummy (New York: Dell Publishing Company,
1971).
Desir~ng and achieving socially respons~blebehavior
Neil becomes involved with Alan, a thirteen-year
old retardate, because of his sense of social responsibility.
It hurts him to see a fellow human being abused and, tor-
mented, even if he is a Dummr. Their relationship begins
when Neil and his friends are playing football on the cor-
Der lot. Each time the football gets away from them they
shout at Alan, who happens to stand near it, ItHey DUJnJ;lY •
Throw 'the ball bacl,. tt p • 12
. ..
Neills friends go to the Dummy to retrieve the ball.
They begin to make sport of him and physically push h~
around. Neil joins But then,
I glanced back at the kid. He was still lying there.
I wondered 'vas :rIe hurt or something • • • • Thinking
a()out that I)rmuny just lying there saying ttAaaah! n
after I hit ruined my game.. p. 14
They meet again when a group of boys is playing
with Aian's cap. Neil described the
in,:::i.(lent and his feelings about it.
• • • I got sick ,\'atching. TIle Dummy was too slow and
clt~nlSY, l1.e didn't have the ri;;ht reflexes, he couldn·t
right when he has to. It lvas pathetic. lIe ·would
Illal"e a rush for his cap, eyes and mouth wide open, his
l1ands outstretc11ed, lual,ing that a'~lful It aaaahtt sound.
Tl1.ey'd trip hiIn, let him get up, fool him, trip him
again, allow him to get close., almost tou'ch the cap,
c~Ild ·chen--off it woul·d go to somebody else. p. 39
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His sense of social responsibility wins out.
I couldn't stand it any longer. The next time the hat
was flipped I was able to reach up and grab 'it.
"That's all,Tf I said. "He's had enough •••• n
"Can't you see he's a sick ki.d?f1 I said. "Come on--
you've had your fun. tf p. 39
Acquiring a set of vall~e~.... and an ethical system as a guide
to behavior
Alan's lack of a value system is abhorrent to Neil.
They both happen to be in the neighborhood bakery when Neil
observes the Dummy.
• • • facing a high showcase piled with trays of cakes.
I saw.him reach up and take one. He put it in his
pocket. He reached up for another, and put this one
into his mouth.
I looked around wondering why nobody noticed what .he
was doing. p. 25
His feeling of responsibility toward protecting the
Dummy and his value system c~llide when a little girl is
found bleeding and with her clothes torn in the park. Alan
is seen running from the scene. A group of people jump to
the unfounded conclusion that he's responsible for having.
hurt the little girl. Neil races to the Dummy's home and
pulls him out of it before his rock throwing ,neighbors can
hurt him. lie wonders,
_ • • was I doing the right thing helping him run away.
~t was one.th~g to be trusted, but altogether differ-.
ent in his case because he couldn't think straight, if
a all. • • • '~lat if I messed up his life by leading
\irO;Z](;'? He n.(::eded help all right, but he needed it
from somebody a lot smarter than I was. p.140
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Harry" Mazer, Snow Bound (New York: . Dell Publishing Com-
pany, 1973) ..
Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
poth sexes
Cindy and Tony are in a unique situation. They have
to learn to cooperate with each other, in spite of their
mutual dislike, in order to survive. Theytre lost and
alone with nothing but snow and wilderness around them.
They have no way out. Their car has been ruined, they're off
the road, and haven't seen anything move for days, there
is apparently no one searching for them--theytll have to
walk out. Cindy says,
tt. • • It's iIEI)Or"tant for us both to l<:eep our heads and
"think. '-Ie have to cooperate. • • • Vie i~ot into this mess
and there's no use blaming anyone. Now we have to help
each other. With thought we ought to be able to get • • •
to help . ourselves. v!hat do you thinl<:,Tony?" p. 63
Accepting one's physique and using onets body effectively
During their ordeal, which lasts for ten days,
CinQY has a lot of time to think about herself. She
comes to some important determinations about herself. She
sa::i's, it I. • • Th~se days alone. t II. . They had to make a
person different.
f·
IIlve a lot. I " p. 114 She also
come~ to realize the kind of personshets been. "I used
to be so critical of "people and life--everything. I never






Achieving emotional independence from parents and other
adults
It was' their search for independence that threw
Cindy and Tony together and then got them into the predica-
ment in which they found themselves.
Tony was angry at his parents for throwing his
dog out into the street. He insists that he's going to
find Arthur and bring him back home again. "He wasn't
going to school until he found his dog." p. 20 He is
unable to find Arthur. Because of his frustration he wants
to lash out at his parents. He determines to hurt them
by taking his mother's car and running away. Even though
he's not old enough to drive and doesn't have a license,
he thinks. he can drive \-lell enough to make it to his Uncle
Leonard's farm. "He had the car. For what theY'd done, he'd
give them something to worry about. He'd show them that they
couldn't push him around and get away l1ith it. f1 p. 33
Ci:11Cl:l had been spending some. time with her grand-
mother but has gotten bored and wants to return home.
Grandmotllc': c escorts her to the bus station. "When her
gra:n.d.motlAer insisted on leading h.er like a child into the
bus station, C~ndy r>rotests, saying (but only in: her head)
I'm perfectl~~capable of taking care of myself. p. 21
service is poor because of the snow storm.
Cindy insists that grandmother leave her alone to wait
for her bus. becomes bored with in the hot,
E1i.:'llffy_ bu;::-. and to lli-tcrulil,e home.
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She'd hitchhiked before•••• Her father didn't know
she hitched, and sh~ was pretty sure he wouldn't care
for the idea at all. To her it was as simple, or as
complicated, as crossing tlle street. If you were care-
ful you made it to the other side, but.if you were care-
less, anytl"liIlg could happen. p. 26
Tony picks her up. They ride northward, directly
into the storm. They become lost, wreck the car, and end,
up being snow-bound alone for ten days.
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
Tony undergoes a change in his personality. He
moves from being a spoiled, egocentric brat to a, socially
responsible a~ult. He returns feeling remorse for what
he has put his parents through.
He'd taken the car and wrecked it. Now it was up to
him to make it good•••• They didn't understand that
it did matter to him. ~Vhen he'd taken the car he'd
acted like a spoiled, puw, kid. He wanted them to know
he wasn't that way anymore•••• p. 139
Jay Bennet-t, The 'Long Blael" Coat, (New York: Dell Publish-
ing Company, 1973).
Phil wants to behav~ manner that is·' socia11y ,
responsible. He wants to live up to his memory of his
older brother, Vinnie. Vinnie had given his life for his
isociety and his '-country in Viet Nam.
Suddenly, t"'tIO men begin to persecute Phil. They
tell that theY're:Vinniets war buddies. They tell him
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that be, re Vinnie died, he told them to go to his kid
brother. Phil was supposed to have a package for them from
Vinnie. Phil knows nothing about a.package.
The men become more persistent. Phil would like to
seek some help but,
He thought of going to the police and asking for help.
But tllat l-lould only lead him into a blind alley. For
there at the end of the alley would be the enigmatic
figure of his brother. p. 68
Vinnie suddenly appears. He was not killed in
the lvar, but chose to make it seem "as though he had been.
It was the easiest way to return for the loot he and the
other two men had received from a robbery they committed
just before they were shipped overseas. Phil's image of
his brother is destroyed. He wants Vinnie to be caught,
but he can't turn him in. Instead he chooses to remain
silent and try to get away with Vinnie until, n • • • the
instant he became aware that there was a car following
them, why didri t t he tell Vi,Ill1i-:e?" p. 121 His silence
allows Vinnie to be stopped before he can escape and .
enables PIlil· to m.eet his social r~spo~ibility.
Robert Ne\~on Peck, A Day No Pigs Would Die (New York:
Del:L Publishing Company, 1972).
Selecting and preparing for an occupation
Robert had lived all of his thirteen years in his
parel~t;,s I sirnr~le SI1.al.;:.er farm home. " vianted to continue
in exactly that way. His father insists· that he continue
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to ~o to school so that he'll be a better farmer, perhaps
as good "a fanmer as their neighbor. Robert protests saying,
tf I don I t l~ant to grow up to be lil,e Mr. Tanner. I want
to be like you, Papa." p. ~ll
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
The Peck family lives by the Book of Shaker. In it,
one can find a quote to cover any situation one might meet
in his life. "In the Book of Shalcer it says to do a good
turn and neighbor well." p. 80 The Book also demands that"
its readers repay all debts to one's neighbors. in-
eluding one's family members. Robert abides by its teachings.
He had gone to the fair in town to show his prize
pig. '\\Thile he was away, his father h"ad to do his farm
chores for him along with his own hard work of butchering
pigs. 1men Robert returns, he says,
ltThank you, Papa. I'ITI beholding.'"
nI accept your debt, It I)apa said, "and come 'morrow,
youtll wo double."
"That's meet right,lI r said•••• p. 98
The simple philosophy from the Book of Shaker carries
Robert through even to his fatherts death. Preparations
have to be made that. Robert handles like a man.
"Rob," Mama said, UI1m glad welve got you to handle
things. I couldn't of done it alone. lf
nYes, YOU" coul"d, Mama. vlhen you're the only one to do
"s~mething, it always get~" done. ft p. 133
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If anything, the Book of Shaker causes Robert to be
a little too narrow. He finds it difficult to tolerate
anyone lvho's different until the following occurs to ~im,
Ther(~ they \-jere, tIle tl1ree people who probably loved me
more than-anyone in the whold world (besides Papa, Mama,
and Aunt Carrie}--r.1r. and ~Irs. Tanner, and Aunt Matty.
And all of them were good shouting Baptists. It just
goes to show how wrong I could feel about some things.
And how foolish. p. 123
l\cquiring a set of values and ethical system as a guide to
behavior
Robert places great value on simple things. He is
able to see great beauty in those things around him. t11papa,'
I said, 'of all tl"letllings in the world to see, I reckon
tl1.e heavens at sundown has got to be my favorite sight. • • .' tt
p. 67
He is attracted to and interested in the animals in
nature, too. He derives a great deal of pleasure from
watching a hawk hunt down a rabbit. Afterwards, he thinks,
ttI sure would of wanted to see his nest. And to see him
tear up that fresh rabbit and feed his little ones." p. 63
He does no't take pleasure in man's inhumane treatment
of animals, however. His father had bagged a weasel that
was raiding-his chicken coop. He was reluctant to waste
I'
it, by shooting it, and he certainly wasn't going to release
it to return to his chicken coop. It was decided that the
\,;ea.sel would be put to good use in. training a neighbor's
terrier dog to hate lltlIlt The acceptable
Shalter metllC~(i training was to put both the dog
the \vep .L.n a barl~(:]..~. r~ive.
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Robert makes this observation ·.~,ring the training
session.
The whole thing seemed senseless to me and I was mad
at myself for t~L~nding there to hold down the barrel
lid. I even felt the shame of being part of it. From
the look on Papa's face I could see that maybe he
wasn't enjoying it so much either.' p. 103
Beverly Butler, Gift of Gold (New York: PQcket Books,
1972).
Selecting and preparing for an occupation
Cathy Wheeler is a blind college student enrolled
in speech therapy courses. It takes the length of the
novel for her to come to the realization that she really
wants to be a speech therapist, though. At first, she is
only in it to prove that she, a blind person, can make it.
tlA college degree and the training it represented would be
vital assets to her, if she was to compete successfully
in a sighted world. rr p. 84
In her junior year, 'she fi~ally discovers what it
really means to be a speech-therapist. This is~he.year
that she has her clinic experience. She is assigned two
students with whom to work. Ro~ey has been enrolled in
speech t~l1.erapy for the past two years. He has a simple
lisp ,olhie!l is nearly corrected. Leonard is her real chal-
lenge. He is comr)letely unable t~o tall( at the age of six.
It is he} who teaches her what
therapist.
means to be a speech
• '.~::r",,1"'-~~~:;'.:':,; 'i~
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Teaching Leonard to talk was what was expected of her•
• • • Doing it was a speech therapist's job. ,But when
the miracle happened, to her or any 'therapist, it. was a
miracle, just the same. It couldn't be anything less •.
Was that perhaps ..;11at speech therapy was all about?
p. 132
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
It is Cathy's chosen occupation that leads her toward
the achievement of this developmental goal. Her internal
struggle revolves ar9und Leonard and her inability to
accept him as a person. "She shrank from him, in spite of
herself, ••• Cathy made herself hug the matchstick
shoulders. " p. 53 She does come to the realization, though, .
-that she can accept Leonard. "But, in fact, he was a
child, not a gnome; .he was a flesh-and-blood little human
whose mother wanted and loved him. It was a revelation
that needed digesting. U p. 102
Her clinic experience also teaches her that human
interaction integral part of the teaching act. She
says of her students,
She had been looking on him and Leonard both more as
problems to be solved thanas real children who might be
sensitive to whether the teacher's praise was heartfelt
or mechanical. p. 112 .
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Donald Honig, An End of Innoc ce (New York: Berkley
Publishing Corporation, 1972).
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior.
Steve, Fox, ~~~/,.~l Bruce have little difficulty in re-
lating to one another even though Bruce is black. I~ is the
people with whom the boys come in contact on their canoe
trip down the Colorado River that make them self-conscious
enough to reevaluate their attitudes towards each other.
Bruce is accused of burglary in a small town they
stop at dOlYn river. He is accused for two reasons. He's
black and he1s a stranger in tOlin. Steve and Fox are led
to doubt their friend until they finally snap to their
senses with, "'&Ie t re saying that because a black man has
been wronged he immediately turns to crime in order to
get even. We're using the same point of departure that
b.i[~ot:,s do. 11 p. 49
Acguiring a set of values and an ethical system as a guide
to beLtavior
Three boys who set out on a summer canoeing and
camping trip would most certainly learn to value and respect
the majestic wilderness around them.
,n1en you stop *to consider the greatness of the mountains
and the oceans, you realize you're not such a big shot.
The only that makes man worthy of them, in my
opinion is Ilis desire to conquer them. p. 90"
l
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Steve is disappointed that there are those who
would defile the wilderness ~hat hets come to respect by so
callous an act as littering.. He says that if people would
learn to be considerate enough not to mark the landscape
with beer cans and gum wrappers, It ••• you can still
have that great feeling of being the first one ever to
be there, which is part of the fun and excitement of
camping. u p. 20
Robert McKay, The Troublemaker (New York: "Dell Publishing
Company, 1971).
Achieving a masculine or feminine sex role
Seventeen-year old Gina, comes to a rather naive
revelation as a result of her realtionship with the
troublemal(er. ttIwas seventeen years old. And when Jesse
Wade kissed me for the first time I was instantly a woman
grown, and I knew all I would ever have to know. • • • It
p. 26
Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior·
Jesse Wade had been thro\~ out of a high school
in California for leading his fellow students in a protest
movement. Ilis reputation as a t~r'"()ublemaker precedes him
when he arrives at his new midwestern high school. After
havinG resolved to stick it out for just the one remaining
year before his gradu~tioIl, he is made painfully aware that
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the school's administrator is a capricious tyrant. Jesse
s~ply can l t follow his resolve to sit back and watc~
while he and'the high school football star are expelled for
so small an infraction of the rules as having a fist -fight
in the hallway. He considers i~ his social responsibility
to organize his fellow students in a protest against such
inequitable treatment from the administration.
Jesse, who had been a rock In' roll star in Califor-
nia, organizes a concert at which his fellow students wi11
be recruited for the protest. He invites Willy, the
football star" and another friend, P. B. to play in the
group even 'though they've had no previous experience.
While she is' in the audience, Gina feels emphathetic
towards Willy's efforts on the trumpet.
• • • it was like real pain • • • here was somebody
we knew, tryirit; to' do something • • • 'and failing • • •
and we 't-vet'c of the failure .'. • and we couldn't do
anything to llelp • • • and it· \-Ias just a very painful
llurting thing to have to be .there and watch and share
in the failure. p. 137
She is also able to sift.through the propaganda
in P. B.'s rallying speech to hit on the reallzation that
he i's reflecting reactions to the feelings provol<ed in h~
because he is black. "The 't-lhite teacher-tyrant, I realized
. . • and that had to make it different and worse for P. B.
and Ruth Graham in a way I would never be able fully to
appreciate. n p. 118
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Acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a
guide to behavior
Jesse' s music is the value he holds that, stro'ngly
motivates his feelings and his actions. He is aware that
a career in music is something worthwhile to strive for
but is something not easily gained.
There are natural geniuses in every art fonm, but you 111
find tI-lat the real ones havt~ paid tlleir dues too, in
quantities of blood and sweat that most of'us can't even
thi~~ about. p. 154
He notices and respects creativity in even t~e simplest
things. His mother's homemade soup prompts him to dis-
cover~ II • • • and watching other people get all the way
into what you've created ••• hey! • • • that's always
where it's at. For all of us." p. 148
Lynn Hull, Sticks and Stones (New York: Dell Publishing
Company, 1972).
Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
both sexes
Tom Nayloris'a sensitive high'school senior in~
terested in intellectualizing, studying, and playing clas-
sical music on his piano. There aren't many people his
age in the small town where he lives with whom he can
share these interests. His is, ·consequently a loner. There
is anotller loner in the town, Fat Floyd. Poor Floyd is so
dull that he 1 s being retailled in the "ninth grade for. the
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third time. I-lis interer,~t;s revolve around girls, food
and his collection of pornographic p:ictures. The only
commonality between I;;'loyd and Tom' ,it,> t~llat kclley ar(} alone
and in need of fI'iendship.
It ii:1 an uneasy, illmatclled l>airiIlg\illich leads
Tom to thinl~, u Tonigll'c ~ 't, lle' needed was a friend of the
mind, and Floyd Schleffe's dense crudeness only intensified
the need." p. 30 He tries to get rid of Floyd and
terminate tll.e fI~ic;,)(l:sll~Lpb:l ntalting excuses. "He tried to
make his voice patient but' steely. 'Floyd, I cannot
leave the house tonight. I have to worlc. I'm sorry. I, n p. 32
He is wi~hout success. Floyd cli~gs to him tenaciously
until Ward Alexander appears in town.
Ward and Tom begin to discover that they have a
great deal in common despite the difference in their ages.
\1ard is twenty-two, and Tom is seventeen. They discover
that they are both intellectual and that they share an
interest in and love for classical music. Their friend-
ship is reflected by, "They laughed together, warm easy
laughter that filled a hollow that had been inside Tom.
• • • It p. 61
Floyd can no longer stand Tom's rejection of his
friendly overtures. He lashes out at Tom by spreading
vicious rumors about his sexua11ty. He selects details
about Tom's life which he can misconstrue so that they lead
others to say of Tom,
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l1Look at tIle way he t s all\'ays playing that opera music
'or ,~hatever it is. That's not normal. And didn't
you ever notice what a mother's boy he is? They say
that's one way you can really tell about 'people like
that. Their mothers always dominate the~.n p. 62
A few well-planned, well-planted rem~rks coupled
with the towns-people's knowledge that Ward ~s a homosexual
result in Tom's principal denying h~ the opportunity to
go on an overnight band trip. His explanat~on to Tom is,
"Tom, I've had complaints from the parents of the
other boys whotll be making the trip. I don't, know
any way to say this except just to say it. They don't
want their sons making a two-day out-of~town trip with
a young man l~ho is a homosexual. tf p • 117
Tom goes to Ward, finally, to confront him with the
situation in which Floyd has placed them. Ward admits
that, II I was discl1.arged [from the service] because of a
'hocosexual involvenlent' • • • • I do have these--tendencies. f.
p. 159. Tom's reaction to the revelation was, tlHe felt
betrayed. lIe felt quite literal.ly that he had lost his
last friend." p. 160
TOm eventually realizes that Ward is importa~t·to
him and that they can still. friends despite 'their dif-
ferent sexual preferences. At the end of the book, "Tom
reached for his friend's hand. 'Ward, lIm glad you came. Itt
p. 187
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R. R. Knudson, Zanbal1er (New York: Dell Publishing Com-
pany, 1972).
Achieving a masculine or feminine sex role
Suzanne Hagen rejects the stereotyped sex role
imposed on her by society. The principal of her high school
tries in vain to impo~e society's demands in regard to a
feminine sex role on her with his rejection of her chosen
nickname, Zan. He says, It! prefer your given name, Suzanne.
Softer, more feminine. n p. 26 He' also tries to discourage
her love for football because he considers it to be too
masculine a pursuit for a young lady. "You should cast
aside silly ball games and turn to less aggressive, less
tomboyish pursuits," he says. p. 26
Zan refuses his suggestions that she turn ·to
cheerleading to meet her needs for athletic outlets with,
"Phoney nonsense. I want to play ball. I like to win. 1t
p. 27 She also rejects 11:is alternatives for meeting ller
compet;,itive drives \"lith, "To stand forever between the
Pillsbury Baking Princess and tIle Embroiderer-of-the Year.
Oh, no you donlt. I want to play ball. 11 p. 27
Her single-mindedness carries her th~Qugh the many
obstacles s~~~ding in the way of· women who are sports
enthusiasts. She manages to fo~ and train a team that
eventually is granted an opportunity to play against .the
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" boys 1 junior varsity football. team. Zan and her team
prove that women can be competitive in sports when they tie
the boys't,eam. She never does, however" cast aside, wha-t
the principal refers to as her tomboyish pursuits for




Thirty-nine books were read for this paper.
Twenty-one of these were selected for incl~ion in the
paper. Since the books were selected on the basis of
avail~bility to the writer, i~ is assumed that they are re-
presentative of what publishers and authors are currently
offering the adolescent reader. These twenty-one novels
selected by chance contained examples of major characters
being involved in the achievement of one or more adoles-
cent developmental tasl~. Although the developmental tasks
were of varying degrees of prominence in the novels, one
can conclude thatLc~enage problem novels could be used
to discuss the acquisition of these goals with the adoles-
cent reade'r. The discussions, in turn, lvould be a spring-
board to the adolescent's acceptance or rejection of the
character's method of meeting his developmental needs.
The problem in regard to using novels this way is
that the .right n~vel must be suited to the student at the
time he needs it. The solutions to this problem are the
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same as those inherent in individualizing any and all
fo~s. of education. The teacher must become info~ed
about her students and must familiarize herself with the
great amount of published material that is available for
her use. Suggestions for accomplishing this feat will have
to come from other researchers.
The developmental tasks which appeare~':most frequently
were task 9, desiring and achieving socially' ;responsible
behavior and task 10, acquiring a set of vaLues and ethical
Q,'
system as a gt!ide to behavior. Task 9 appeared in seventy-
one percent or fifteen of the ~wenty-one novels. Task 10
was found in eleven of the twenty-one or fifty-two percent.
None of the novels analyzed contained any examples
of task 7, preparing for marriage and family'life or task
8, developing intellectual skills and concepts necessary
for civic competence. Examples of these' tasks may have been
found if time had not l~ited the analyses to twenty-one
books. That, too, is a consideration that will have to
be explored by another researcher.
Task 1, achieving new and more mature relations with
age-ma~es of both sexes was present in nine of the twenty-
one books or forty-two percent. Task 4, achieving emotional
indenendence from parents and other adults appeared in
thirty-eight percent or eight of the twenty-one novels
which I were analyzed.
In view of the developmental tasks they exemplify,
the assumed interest for the adolescent reader, and the
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preference of this writer, the following novels will be
added to the nine-week course of study.!
Fog
Diary of a Frantic Kid Sister
Reggie and Nilma
The Summer Before






These ten novels were thought to have the greatest
amount of utility in meeting the objectives of the course.·
The completion of this paper does not complete'the
search for adolescent novels that can be used in helping
to meet adolescent needs. It will continue for these
reasons--new materials are continually being published,
adolescent interests change rapidly, and the writer wishes






NOVELS FOR TODAY'S TEENAGERS
Suggested Novels
It is recommended that the list of novels be
reviewed and revised at least.once per year so that it
will continue to be a list of adolescent novels that are
of current interest.'
The book list should include a variety of reading
levels (5th grade to adUlt) as well as ·a variety of
interests from science fiction to the drug s~ene. All
should have major characters with whom todayts teen can
identify.
A list of ten novels will, be used for each class.
The ten that will be selected will be subject to considera-
-Cion of the makeup of the class. The member f s intere'sts
and reading levels should be taken into consideration
when choosing the ten novels that wi11 be concentrated on
for that class section. Other novels will be recommended .
for further reading in the course.
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Major Concepts and Objectives
. .
To become familiar with a wide variety of current
novels available to the adolescent, students will,.
read three novels from the suggested list .
'. .
learn about novels other than the three they read
personally by participating in class sharing
sessions
critically evaluate novels through comparison
techniques
be able to make selections of novels on the basis
of their needs and interests
be encouraged to read widely
Students will broaden their background of
experiences vicariously through books.
view their problems, concerns and interests more
wisely after having read about characters in
similar situations
be better able to make decisions in their lives as
a result of having seen the decisions made by
others and consequences of those decisions.
Students will analyze characters critically
noting and evaluating their traits, motivations, effect
on tlleir environment, response to others and growth.
be able to write an effective character sketch
be able to compare characters from different novels,
in different settings, and in different situations
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be able to have insight into the character enough
to role play h~
Students wi11 be able to transfer ideas, people
and settings from one media (the novel) to another (the-
newspaper) •
Activities
Bearing in mind that the major thrust of the course
is wide reading and the analysis of characters from novels,
various teachers may wish to add 'their own activities-to
those already included so to better suit their own
personalities and teaching strategies. The list of sug-
gested activities included is quite extensive SO ,that the
instructor may be able to make choices of what shall be
included each time the course is taught on the basis of.
the class populations' interest and abilities. It is
doubtful that the entire list of activities could be done
adequately in one nine-week session.
Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading is to take
place three t~es per week. The time in which it will be
practiced will start at ten minutes and gradually increase
to one-half hour.. During the U.S.S.R. periods, the
teacher will set an example by reading for pleasure with
the class. The only activity~to be allowed during this
time is reading.
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Major characters an under~tanding of and develop-
ment of. elupathy for them will be the primary concern of
this class. For that reason, both large and small ,group'
discussions will center around the characters. Some
questions to include are these:
lVhat is the major character's family like?
'VIlo is in it?
How does he fit into it?
vlliat interactions does he have with the various
members of the fami~y?
How might tl1ese interaetions have caused him. to
become the pers,on he is at the beginning of
the novel?
at the end?
. How has his family situation helped him. to
achieve or kept him. from realizing his goals?
What family problems is he faced with?
'~at is the major character's environment?
How might it have helped to form. him.1 .
How does he react to it?
What is his economic status?
What is his social statUs?
•
What are his educational opportunities?
'Yhat are his prospects for changi~g it?
What is his willingness to change it or to accept
it?
\'lhat period of time is he living in?
How might his life be different if he were in a
different t~e period?
What environmental problems is he faced with?
Wh"at is the character's personality?
How'might his family have influenced it?
How might his environment have influenced it?
W1~at are the values he holds?
'Vhat are the goals he seeks?
How does he react under stress?
How does he react when joyful?
How does he react to defeat? victory?
What motivating forces are present within h~,
i.e., curiosity?
How does the character solve his problems?
\Vhat problems does he face?
Is he ~pulsive? erratic? deliberating? Gite
a particular passage or speech that shows what
the pharacter is like.
How does he grow and change through the novel?
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Oral presentations other than class discussions
will also be made.
Role playing situations other than those encoun-
tered within the novel • • • Students will
portray their character in some ~uggested
situation. Situations will be played with
characters from various novels. The object
of this role playing is for the student to
act and react in a way that he thinks his
character would in these same circumstances.
Cuts of novels will" be read so students will
be exposed to and be inte~ested in more books.
Newspapers will be compiled based on the 'novels
that were read. The newspapers will be worked' on individ-
ually or in groups as chosen by the students. Group
productions are preferred~ The groups will be made up of
about three students each. The newspapers will include
infonmation on three or more novels depending on what the
group members have read. The articles, features, and other
components, will be typed, neatly printed or drawn on
typing paper in column fo~. These will ~hen be cut and
mounted on const~ction paper backing sheets.
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Vvritten ass1gI2.::H~n:ts, will center around the analysi~
of characters as mentioned earlier in the unit' and the
creation of articles based upon the books read.
Vocabulary may be concentrated on through the
follo\'1ing areas: news writing, reflections of autihors I,
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l~shing Company, 1971.
Terris, Susan. On Fire. New York: Tempo Books, 1972.
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Bennett, Jay. The Long Black Coat. New York: Dell,Pub-
lishing Company, 1973.
Appeal is either masculine or feminine. Seven-
teen year old boy character. Involved in mystery
and suspense. Only developmental task in evidence
is socially responsible behavior; therefore, limited.
utility in meeting developmental needs.
Butler, Beverly. Gift of Gold. New York: Pocket Books,
1972.
Appeals to girls. Major character is college
co-ed in junior year training as a Speech therapist.
Tasks included are occupational choice and social
responsibility. The first is the major area of
concentration. Useful for the achievement of that
task in~' the face' of great o"dds.
Colmanl Hila. Diary of a Frantic Kid Sister. New York:
Pocket Books, 1973.
Major appeal for girls. Eleven year old major
character discusses her relationship with her fif-
teen year' old sister. The theme is learning to have
better sibling relationships. Great utility in
leading early adolescent girls toward achieving
developmental tasks. Six out of-the ten are exhib-
ited.
Hall, Lynn. Sticks and Stones. New York: Dell Publish-
ing Company, 1972.
Appeals to either sex. Seventeen-year-old male
main character suffers through rumors circulated which
label him a homosexual. The theme is the course
of destruction that a rumor can take, rather than
homosexuality. ~1ore mature relationships with age-
mates is t4e developmental task Tom achieves.
Honig, Donald. An End of Innocence. New York: Berkley
Publishin,g Cor'f)orat~i,or\" t9-72.
'i\.l:,peal is masct.lline. ~Iaj()r' charac'f-~")rs 'are three
C~(') L boys on a canoeing aCiVf,r\ ',I\"ith mys--
~el'~}r ." .,:a'.~~~\f.,~9f the. outdoo ~rasl[s i '!t Vtr)lved are
Sl)c,:tal .. r(~f{,r~·dfl~lBility :1.ll td ra(~i ~"~~.judice
y~ 1 ~ l j, V~\t' i; .+ . ,;r.j,1. ~ .. ~ ,-
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_____• Dynamite. New York: Berkley Publishing Corpora-
tion, 1971.
Masculine appeal. Four high school~"senior boys
are involved in adventure rising out ot revenge
leading to theft and possible use of dynamite against
a public institution. It is quite negative and
so has little utility in helping adolescents to
achieve their developmental tasks.
KJ.ein, Norma. Mom the ''1olf Man and Me. New York: Avon
Books, 1972.
Feminine appeal. A small amount of self-realiza~
tion and feeling of social responsibility come to
this eleven year old girl. It would be of little
help to the early adolescent seeking to achieve her
developmental tasks. It is, however, an interesting
story of a girl growing up in the midst of the new
morality.
Knudson, R. R. Zanballer. New York: Dell Publishing Com-
pany, 1972.
Feminine appeal for the girl who's really into
football. Story is about the struggle for the estab-
lishment of an all-girl football team and its right
to play. A negative example of achieving a feminine
sex role is given.
Lee, Mildred. Fog. New York: Dell Publishing Company,
1972.
Would appeal to either' ·sex. Seventeen year old
boy is major character. Theme is his growing to man-
hood. Excellent vehicle for use with adolescents
seeking to achieve their developmental tasks. Seven
out of the ten are in evidence.
McKay, Robert. The Troublemaker. New York: Dell Publish-
ing Company, 1971.
Appeal would be to either sex. The technique of
splitting the narration of the story between the
points of view of Gina and of Jesse is used. Both
are seventeen year aids. The theme of bucking the
establishnient '''Olild also appeal to boys. Major
emphasis is given to· the development of socially
responsible behavior.
Maxw(~ll, Edi.th. Just Dial a Number. New York: Pocket
r'()ol{:·~ 't 197-2 •
j\t)itt,~als t,o either sex. Maj()r character is seven-
teen year old girl but .the theme of'a ~rank phone
with its trag;c, r(_"P1.~Lf-; would be of interest to
, - I H~1 ! F(iiJj ..· h'<'l +··~~n tt:.lsll.:,s are shown. .
:,; .~.. '·{··1. to • ~, ~.... ~',~ (; f this
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Mazer, Harry. Snow Bound. New York: Dell Publishing
Company, 1973.
Would appeal to either sex. Major characters are
fifteen year old Tony and seventeen year old Cindy.
The theme is survival with the conflict between the
two teenagers and a hostile environment. Four
developmental tasks are in evidence. The Major empha-
sis is the growth that occurs in the characters as
a result of their fight to survive.
Minallsn, John. Jeremy. New York:' Bantam Bqoks, Inc.,
1973.
The appeal is feminine even though the major
character is a fifteen year old boy. It is the story
of his love for Susan and his discovery of sex. ·It
could be used since five out of the ten tasks, are
included. Caution should be exercised, though.




Richard. Through a Brief Darkness. New York: Avon
Books, 1973.
Self-sufficiency and independence are the empha-
sis for this mystery around the kidnapping of a
seventeen year old daughter of a syndicate boss.
Character and story would be more appealing to girls.
Caution should be exercised in its use 'because the
girl learns to accept her father and his position in
the underworld.
RolJcrt Newton. A Day No Pigs 'vould Die. New York:
Dell Publishing Company, 1972.
~iasculill<:~ appeal. A ·tl1.irteen year old farmboy
le()~;~rlS to be a responsible man. Animals and nature
provide the interest for boys. Subtle humor is
also included. Social responsibility and values
are stressed.
Platt, Kin. HeLDummy. New York: Dell Publishing Company,
1971.
l/J·ould appeal to eitll.er sex. Twelve year old boy
develops a. protect.l.ve role toward a retardate. Social
responsibility towards those who are less fortunate
is the theme.
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________• Chloris and the Creeps. New York: Dell Pub-
lishing Company, 1973.
Feminine appeal. Very mature" eight year old
girl gives perceptive look at her eleven year old
sister ,tho is unable to accept their father's. death
and-their mother's rem~rriage. Facing reality is"
~he central theme.
Sherburne, Zoa. Leslie. New York: Xerox Education Publi-
cations, 1972.
Feminine appeal. Seventeen year old girl
eventually faces her responsibility to report her
involvement in the death of a hit-and-run vict~.
Social responsibility and development of a value
system are emphasized and would allow for great.
utility in development of these tasks.
Tanner, Louise. Reggie and Nilma. New York: Avon Books,
1971.
Would appeal to either sex. Narrator is a fif-
teen year old girl but the story is about a seven-
teen year old boy who is alienated as a result of the
racial prejudice that is directed toward him. Many
subplots would appeal to boys. Five out of the ten
tasks are included. Of major importance are develop-
ing mature relations between age-mates, social
responsibility, and a value system.
Windsor, Patricia. The Summer Before. New York: Dell
Publishing Company, 1973.
Appeals to girls. The major character is sixteen
year old girl who suffers a mental collapse at the
death of her closest friend, Bradley. Flashback
technique is used. The story starts with "The '~inter
After", goes to "The Summer Before", and ends -with
"The Autumn That Feels Like Springn • The literary
style makes this a challenging ·book for proficient
readers. Five developmental tasks are included.
York, Carol Beach. Takers and Returners. New York: Tempo
Books, 1973.,.
Feminine appeal. Narrator is thirteen year old
Ellen. She relates the story of a game centering
around the theft and return of property that is too
pat to be believable. Good for development of social.
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